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.(AP)-Po Jackson resilen 200-pound
in 1863 in the
pa • e o creatge and of killcannonball,
,powder, was
ing spot outC.O. Drum- n, police said. _
it was missid- Sunday
bomb experts
they had dethey were not
such a
evice'safely..
d it was one of
found on his
urg in 1947, on of an addiat the time.

We printed a cartoon the
other day that got by us because
as Jim Adams pointed out the
grocery store owner is certaliay
not the "middle man" as far as
food vending is concerned.,

The junior class of Calloway
County High School will present
a three-act corivedy.,-"We Shook.the Family Tree," Friday
evening, April 21, at 7:30 p.m.
in4 the Calloway County gym.
-Characters is; the play-th-the Cartoin showed a
by
groceryman with a "heavy dude Hildegarde played
Dolson-Glen
Mr.
Evie
Erwin,
thumb" on the scales as he
weighed out some food for a Mathis, Mrs. Dolson--Gale
customer. The groceryman was Broach, Sally-Vicki Lamb,
Wisehart, Jimmylabeled "Middleman Costs" Bob-Ronald
W
and the scales were labeled Dale Brandon, Paige-Joyce
Ellie-May-Pam
Winchester,
"food coats."
White, Jill-Kathy Kelly,
Shermer-Dale Arnold,
Had we caught the cartoon, Freddie
Key, and
Shermer-Cliff
Mrs.
we would have chucked it in the
Tom Parrott,left, Murray-Calloway Jaycees, presents Willard Ails, president of the Drug Council,
Shermer-Stacey Adams.
waste basket because of course Mrs.
with a check from the proceeds of the recent Jaycee magic show. The money will be used to pay
by
play
is
written
The
we all know that grocerymen
expenses for the ex-addict information program scheduled for April 29-21.
Relson
and
Hildegarde
operete-nn.a-vary smalimar '
Ciaristenher
profit even though their ailinatiser-b-y
volume might be large. The real Sergel.
According to Mrs. Mathis,
middle man is between the
farmer who sells products and play sponsor, the story is wellthe groceryman who receives written and the type that
them in certain forms to sell to students will enjoy.
Admission is 75 cents for
the customer. That is where the
adults
and 50 cents for student.
increase in price comes, not
after the food products get to
The Murray High Speech Club
the groceryman.
held its annual year-end
banquet Tuesday night at the
Sorry Jim. We should have
Southside Restaurant. Thirty
caught it before it got in, but it
students attended the banquet
A
meeting
will
be
held
got past us. We love
along with Coaches Ron and Gravi
grocerymen and know full well Monday, April 24, at the Mary Beshear, and guests, Mr.
•
county
courthouse
Calloway
they have a tough time making
SPACE CENTER, Houston tdown for the engine-firing that
fur an registered Demersts and Mrs. Eli Alexander.
decent margin of profit.
AP) - The Apollo 16 astro- _would thrust
who ate resident of the county-4_ gibtaL in reviewing _the__(
nnuts,
firmly_in the grip of lu- start six..days.cd tteientifte adactivities,
year
of
speech
past
support senator
T.O. Downing, 1103 Fairlane and wish to
gravity, snapped pictures venture in the vicinity of the
nar
more
said,
"this
year
had
calls to say some Evening Edmund S. Muskie for the highlights for
both students who of their cratered target today
presidential
'Grosbeaks have taken up Democratic
In midmorning, about 17,900
participated in various events and sped,.on toward an afternomination,
according
to
an
residence at his place. They
noon orbit Of the moon.
miles from that alien world,
and
also
for
those
who
attended
may stay a while or they may announcement made today.
The problems of flaking lkiattingly used a camera
the different peojects and
Any Muskie supporter who
be just passing through.
paint, a locked guidance sys- equipped with special film and
wishes to be a delegate to the programs of the club."
All students attending the tem, plumbing troubles, a bal- filters to take pictures of the
By golly, we looked and state Democratic convention is
tooted to see w a
o water
be elected t--t --top---honors-went-to-- Martha ---(ho-antearia were behind- their
:
, --They-were-not-ordinary
llitatftt was that Steve Taylor
and their spaceship was run- ist snapshots, but scientific_
Wanda
in
McKinney
Oratory,
spokesman said.
found. We cannot identify it 100.
photos to obtain infer/nation on
McNabb in Drama, President's °Mg smoothly.
per cent, but believe it must be
John W. Young, Charles M. the lunar atmosphere and radiaward to David Garrison,
a Heron. Many Herons have a
Outstanding
student
to Duke Jr. and Thomas K. Mat- ation emitted from the surface.
plume that goes backward from
Roderick Reed, and Most tingly II awoke an hour early - The moon took gravitational
their forehead and this one
today to begin their own couri- control of Apollo 16 at 12:07
Valuable member to Leztee
does. We'll keep looking and
a.m. when the astronauts
Bartholomy.
maybe Clell Peterson will have
passed through a so-called
The club officers for next
time to go by Dr. Converse's
"twilight 70nP" in which tho
ear wW ke,Earrell ftramle
place-.-give -us-exact
gravitational influence of .the
president, Roderick Reed, viceidentification.
earth and moon is equal
president, Martha McKinney
They zipped through a soBartholomy,
Lezlee
and
Oh, the joys of spring. We
National Library Week will be
secretaries, and Becky Sams,
called "twilight zone- in which
this
out
morning
walked
andl
celebrated Thursday by intreasurer.
the gravitational influence of
breathed the fresh air,looked at
viting all men to lunch at life
the grass that needs cutting,
Calloway
County
Public
(Continued on Page Seven)
looked at the Dogwoods that are
Library.
blooming, the Azaleas, the
Lunch will be served from
flowering trees, etc. Which
12:00 to 1:00 and it will be
reminds us, take a look at Art,
furnished by the library staff
Lee's Azalea. Its a honey.
members and some members of
The God Sam Club will meet the Board of Trustees.
Thursday at seven p.m. at the
We have an Ant colony in our
Joe Tom Erwin, Murray State
Community Room of the University Sports Information
yard that has brought up dirt
from underneath the ground
James Michael Ross of Murray Federal Savings and Director, will speak on a subject
and piled it up at least two inof interest of all men-fishing.
Hardin Baptist Church will be Loan building.
Among the items to be Erwin lives on Kentucky Lake
ches high. Big Ants, half an inch
ordained to the gospel ministry
long.
on Sunday, April 23, at two p.m. discussed will be a future outing and is well known locally for his
interest in sports. He also writes
at the church. He has recently for club members.
Congratulations te.,Iee Pat
The recently organized club is a weekly sports article for the
been called as pastor of the
Winchester on the Open House
Pleasant Hope Baptist Church affiliated with -the nationwide Courier-Journal newspaper.
of his printing shop yesterday. of the Blood River Association, organization of campers and County Judge Robert O. Moller,
en- will introduce Erwin.
vehicle
We went over and ate some
Marshall County. Bro. Ross, son recreational
cookies and drank some punch. of Mrs. Evelyn Ross and the thusiasts. Persons and families
"This event is planned in
He has a nice place.
late Euclid F. Ross, of Hardin, interested in joining are in- appreciation of your continued
is married to the former Cindy vited to the meeting or may call support for the library and
Sigma Delta Pi, wife's
Mathis of Dexter. The public is the club president, Harry Bell. community," a spokesman- for
489-2365.
the library said.
Spanish fraternity sends her a invited to attend the service.
Dr. Richard Hutson
Flowering Crab as a thank you
Other
the
house
.11sing.the
for
night. We planted it yesterday
in a good spot in rich earth and
it should do well. Thanks folks.

Speech Club

Astronauts In

In the same tree, a Blue Jay,
a Blue Bird, a Robin and a
Brown Thrasher.re.
gs

Happy Birthday to Eueldean
-Flabbiest) en-Stindarr-Alse4l-16;
and Peggy Rowe on Monday,
April 17.

ice

The Weather
JACKSON PURCHASE
Windy and warm with a
chair of thunderstorms this
afternoon and tonight becoming
mare numerous Thursday.
Highs today in low to mid 80s.
Lows tonight in low to mid 60s.
Highs Thursday 78 to 83.
Friday a chance of showers
and a little cooler.
.chatee of. thundershowers
Friday and again Sunday. Partly cloudy Saturday.

Edwin Garrett
Wins Optimist

1

out that the Dupress award is
the highest honor attainable in
Kentucky education.
Kopperud also observed that
Schultz was Instrumental in the
federal funding of the nowunder-construction vocational
school. The greatest testimonial
to the ability of Schultz and his
staff, Kopperud said, could be
found in a survey conducted in
,
system second and third itititic
respective categories in a
quality survey among a field of
197 schools.
Approximately 200 members
and wives attended the banquet
and meeting Reports from
various committee chairmen
preceded the award ceremony.
E. J. Haverstock, immediate
past president of the Chamber,
was toastmaster for the
(Continued on Page Seven)

The pay telephone booth,
located at 8th and Main Streets,
was completely destroyed by
fire this morning at one o„'clock, - according to the Murray Fire

manager of the South Central
ninth grader at Marra)- Nigh- 1- Administrators, and also the
Bell Telephone Company:
School.
"F. L.'Dupree Award" for
Firemen said persons had
Second place in the emregt creative edoestion in January
went to Steve Howard, 14-year of this year. Kopperud pointed filled the booth about one third
full of leaves and set fire to the
old son of Mr. and Mrs. Ted
booth. Yates said the receiver,
Howard,Howard is also a freshcords, dial, and wiring of, the
man at Murray High.
telephone were destroyed along
Garrett will be participating
with the ceiling and walls of the
in the zone contest Saturday,
booth.
April 72 in Hopkinsville.
The telephone manager said—
MERIDIAN, MISS-Joe K.
Calloway County Judge'
Robert 0. Miller was also Dodd, son of Mr. and Mrs. the loss was estimated at about
present .at the meeting; and Albert M.-Dodd ot913- N.'18th-1750. Tte booth was located in
discussed many of the problems St., Murray, was promoted to front of the Murray Middle
that are facing a growing Yeoman Third Class while School on Main Street at Eighth
community like Murray. Miller serving with Training Squadron Street.
said that one of the biggest Nine at the Naval Air Station,
problems facing the county at Meridian, Miss.
Yeomen
perform
adthis time is that of a solid waste
disposal. He said that steps are ministrative and clerical duties
being studied to hopefully solve aboard ships and shore stations.
A 1967 graduate of Calloway
this problem.
Cherry County High School, he atPresident
Bill
reported that the Murray club is tended Murray State University
very close to becoming an honor there and joined the Navy in
December of 1969.
The
Calloway
County
club for this year.
Sheriff's Department investigated
one
accident
Tuesday night at midnight,
Department reports said that
a 1961 Chevrolet, driven by
Barbara Coy, went out of
control and went into a ditch on
All schools in the Calloway from the observance of Earth the Shiloh Road, two miles east
County School are observing Week is the development of of Murray.
Reports said that Deputy
-Earth tYeek" this week, April attitudes'and an awareness of
Maurice
Wilson took Mrs. Coy
to an an- the need to makes Calloway
17-21, according
nouncement made by school _ Ccunty clean and beautiful, he to the Murray--Calloway County
Hospital where she was treated
system personnel this morning.' added.
-Several . appropriate_
The fli_llowing _Ares the_ ac- for abrasions and contusions to
-firc;j&as anclacThities are being tiviiiis- and programs being the right ear.
Mrs. Coy was reportedly /
carried out," William B. Miller, carried out at each school:
county school superintendent
Hazel-The playground will returning home from work at
the hospital when the accident
said. "Our nation is becoming be cleaned up and bulletin
occurred.
more environmental conscious boards depkting clean air,
and especially should this be water and land will be
-ftrue with those of _us who are decorated, plus each teacher
living in the lakes area," Miller will have lectures :and
Dr. Richard Hutson of the continued.
discussions.
Miller said that it is hoped
Houston-McDevitt Clinic will be
Lynn Grove-The school
the principal speaker at a one that this cooperative effort on campus-,will be cleaned and
day Nursing Conference on the part of the schools in teachers are t4 conduct a
Diabetes on Tuesday. April 25, Calloway County will present a science project and make
at the Mason
.. /rt. nity to---develop 1...vat‘,1 .5-on ecelegy:
-This year 'the- national conAuditorium at Murray State environmental awareness and
Almo- Announcements will vention of Alpha Beta Alpha will
mares relationship with . his be made on the intercom each be held on the Murray State
University.
The Murray doctor will relate environment. The greatest morning concerning Nliition University campus. April 20-22.
his talk to- the scope of the outcome that could be expected
and bulletin boards illust'eating . The fraternity for Library
problem of diabetes, det t t n
pollution will be made. I.itter on Science majors, will have
diagnostic Methods, tr'eUtinerit, Alpha Delta Kappa To
the streets of Almo and trash representatives coming to
and complications.
around the school will be Murray from as far as Texas
The conference is siemsered Meet At School Tonight
gathered and disposed of • and New Jersey, The 100 college
by the Area Nursing Advisory
The Rho Chapter of Alpha properly. The creeks and 'students and sponsors will be
Council of the Ketiturkyhoused in Wells Hall for the
Delta Kappa Will meet tonight
(Continued on PageSeven)
Regional
Tennessee
Mid-South
convention.
THREE-CAR ACCIDENT:--Mr. and Mrs. Harry Recker were taken to the Murray-Calloway
M'Anesday i at seven p.m. at
Program.
The main banquet with guest
BAKE SALE
Hospital thh morning at approximately 11:00 a.m. after sustaining injuries in a three-car accident at Medical.
the University School on•North
participant.s
program
Other
the corner of 12th and Chestnut Ste-reets. Recker, 43, received a laceration on one leg and a contusion
A bake sale Will be held . in speakers, Jesse .Stuart and
.16th Street.
Hodges, will be held'
.•
on the other. Mrs. Recker, 39, received contusions on ligth legs. Both Mr. and Mrs. Recker were taken are:i(ouienued
- A book review will be giNen by, front of the Say-Rite Store in the Mrs. Helen
on Page Seven)
at Ken Bar Inn on Friday .
to X-Ray.Other cars involved were a 1964 Buick, driven by Jefferson Davis Phillips of Mayfield, and
Mrs. 'Olga Freernaq:. •Officers Bel'.fitr ;Shopping cen.ter, South_
eti,ening."
a 1970 Chevrolet, owned by Garland Used Cars and driven by James E. Hughes of Murray. Pollee
for the coming year will be.,'12th Street, on Saturday, April
. FREE King%
A special feature on the
reports said that all three cars were traveling west on Chestnut. 11w Davis car collided"with the rear'
stArting. at nine a.m. The
Five'
.. kittens, long hair, about elected.
if the Recker vehicle, which In turn collided with the rear of the Hughes':auto. Mr.and Mr*. Recker; Ins seetiks %M.-are-free tn-fier:t ' • lie.ifeAettiiiile'Sire;rfiaiie'r
fiytiie
"of Murray Route 8, were driving a 1968 Chevrolet.
•
Omicron Chapter of Oakhurst given by Mrs. Harry
sons for pets. For information and Janicellooks. All members
M. Sparks.
Beta Sigma Phi,
Staff Photo By David kill tall 753-5583.
are urged to attend.
•

Men's Day Planned

Robin chasing a Jay Bird
away from her nest. She knows
the Blue Jay is a stinker.

Fred T. Schultz, superintendent of the Murray • City
system- was named. as
the 1971 "Man of the Year" at
the annual meeting of the
Murray Chamber of Com• merce, held Tuesday night in
the Murray State Student Union
Ballroom.
Schultz, unable to attend the
affair because of a meeting in
.5/1X.9.e-110./1 Y9t.,e4-Wire
in an election concludedMonday.
Murray doctor, C. C. Lowry,
was on hand to accept the
award for Schultz, given by Dr.
A. H. Kopperud, 1970 "Man of
the Year."
In presenting the award, Dr.
Kopperud outlined the life ,of
Schultz from his elementary
Fred Schultz
school days in Sturgis, through
graduation from Murray High
School, and also from Murray
State University. Schultz joined
the faculty at Murray High
School in 1948, was named
principal in 1956, and advanced
to Superintendent _in 1
Kepperucl
Ediiin
-Garrett,--son of Mr. and
Kopperud noted that this was
Mrs. Coy Garrett took first the third high honor awarded
place honors in the 1972 Murray SChults in the past year in the
Optimist Club Oratorical field of educational adcontest, held Tuesday night at ministration. Schtdte has also
the club's regular meeting ,at teen the recipient of the
the Southside Restaurant.
"Leadership Award" from the

Joe Dodd Receives
Promotion Recently

Dr. Hutson To
Speak Tuesday
At Conference

Alpha Beta Alpha

Convention Planned
At Murray State

F2,
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
A"4

Murray High School was presented a trophy by the
'University-of Kentucky at the State Speech Festival
,In Lexington yesterday. The trophy is given annually to the school which wins the most points in the
regional festival.
Rev. Buron Richerson, pastor of LaCenter Baptist Church, will be evangelist for the revival at the
Memorial Baptist Church next week. Vade Bolton
will direct the music.
The Calloway County Lakera beat North Marshall
'Childress and Garrison were the Laker pitchers.
- Mr:and Mrs. Edward Russell are the pareilb-Ora
baby girl born April 17.

Deaths reported are Jesse Redden, age 50, Sam
Jones, age 60, and Chesley Cathey, age 62.
,
a root beer,-popcorn, and hot dog stand
' up at the corner of North 4th and Walnut
ts. Drive In", from column, "Seen & Heard
The Callowe Cnunty Homemakers will have
Ihtericor Decoration as the major program of study
for next year, according to Mrs. T.B. Culpepper,
ittxmty president.
Mr. and Mrs. C.L. Vaughn, Lloyd Allbritte.n,_and
- - Mr. and Mrs.12/rover-Wood James attended the state
meeting of Republicans at Louisville April 12.

and Phyllis Thaxter in "Come-PM Tile Cup"

If we live in the Spirit, let us also walk in the Spirit.-Galatians
The principle of life within urns only determines our
'destination but also governs our manner of tiTsiiron the way. For
the Christian,the hope of heaven always implied godly living.

Forbearing one another, and forgiving one
another, if any man have a quarrel against any;
:even as Christ forgave you, so also do ye.—
:Colossians 3:13.
Brotherly love is commanded us by Christ; yet we
.rannot continue to love unless we learn to forgive—
even as God in Christ forgives us.

The tanks, missiles, artillery and World — and Peking in paracular —
other weapons pouring across the that they are prepared- to assert
Demilitarized Zone into South Viet- their power in Southeast Asia as well
nam in the hands of an invading ar- as elsewhere. They would deny the
my are on a journey that began half impression left by President Nixon's
a world away --- in the arms fact&- illsititOkalriag that Communist-Chiries of the Soviet Union and Commu- na is the principal power to be recknist East Europe. That much is obvi- oned with in charting the course of
ous. We are left to conjecture why events Id the Far East.
the Aussiiins have chosen this filo;
The North Vietnamese offensive
ment to be so bold and visible in has fallen
midway between Mr. Nixtheir support of North Vietnam's all- on's
China trip and his visit to Mosout effort to bring down the Republic cow
scheduled to begin May 22. An
of South Vietnam.
obvious questioniswhether the Russponsors of India in the Decem- sians are hoping-to
make their supber invasion of East Pakistan,'the port of North
Vietnam a bargaining
that they need fear no scolding or reprisal from the United Nations for
aiding and abetting the violation of
borders. Neither the U.N. nor the International Control Commission set
up to police the 1954 Geneva Agreement has shown the will to react
when North Vietnam has violated

the MZ in.the •a
ever, we see that the Demilitarized
Zone has meant nothing to the Communists as a symbol of international
law.
It is impossible to view the Soviet
role in the North Vietnamese offensive without considering the figure
of Communist China in -the background. The Chinese Communists
would like to be the chief sponsors of
revolution in Asia. With their own
borders menaced by Soviet armies,
however, they have precious little to
spare in the way of heavy arms for
an ally — as the Pakistanis learned.
The Russians may be showing the

NAPLES, Italy - Any American brave enough to drive the
no speed limit toll roads here
should be awarded a trophy if
he is lucky enough to survive
the experience.
Motoring down the sweeping
ribbons of asphalt that make up
the .autostrada system in Italy
is not a task for the weak or the
timid. It is said that the meek
shall inherit the earth, but if
they're not careful here, they'll
be ground right into it by an
overexuberant driver in a little
Fiat 500.
Virtually all of the highway
systems here are in top shape.
No potholes, no blind curves, no
cattle roaming around on the
shoulder. The tolls charged for
the use of the highways pay for
the upkeep of the roadbed, repair of fences, even the plantings along the way.
The cost is reasonable. For
example, the 125-mile run from
Rome south to Naples costs
about $1 U.S. for a passenger
car. That is a cheap admission
ticket to arty racetrack. And the
autostrada is as racy as you
Can get.
Even the toll road guards go
along with it. Auto designer
Alejandro DeTomaso proudly

taken this opportunity to enhance its
value.
The arMellorces of South Vietnam are now struggling to meet a
three-pronged invasion of their
country, stripped of the aid of American troops and relying desperately
on U.S. air power for support of their

oun

orces.

e can now see that

the scaling down of the U.S. commitment to South Vietnam has been
paralleled by a scaling upward of
the Soviet commitment to North
Vietnam.
The American people have hoped
and prayed that an underlying desire for peace on all sides would
bring a negotiated settlement to Indochina with the withdrawal of our
troops. With a power like the Soviet
Union using its allies to keep the
fires of war ablaze, the outlook for
real peace — in Indochina and elsewhere - is gloomy indeed.

In two hours and 20 minutes:
and he had the guards at either
end sign his toll ticket for confirmation.
The trip is normally a 4-hour
venture.
While there are speed limits
posted along some routes, few
motorists pay attention to
them. How fast you go depends
on who is in front of you and
which lane you're in.
The left is theoretically only
for passing. The idea is to stay
in the right lane, turn on your
left blinker, pass, turn on the
right blinker and slip bacJtinto.
line.
But the Italians have found a
way around the passing lane
only rule. They simply race
along in the left lane for hours
on end, their left-hand signal
blinking away like mad.
There are massive pile-ups
from time to time along the autostrada, but the tales of 18 or
20-car chain collisions don't
stop intrepid motorists from
their high-speed antics.
"What is the joy of owning a
fast car if you can't go fast?"
reasoned one 'Italian motorist
as he filled the tank of his Alfa
CLIMBING INTO SPACE-The Apollo 16 Saturn V rocket is
Romeo at one of the many off- • shown here as it lifts off the launch pad at ('ape Kennedy on its
ramp service station areas. "If
-la theasoon-Zhis_viese of SIABILIOr'&4111111elkill$ waasaiide.
strata. Hill most popularltale is rahilo. be. WM &fin IO
• by a remote camera mounted on the umbilical tower.
of
the time he drove from Milan kilometers an hour (50 m.p.h.),
Wirephoto)
f AI'
- to Rome on_the four-lane road' I will drive a baby Fiat. If I am

going to drive at 180 k.p.h.(105
m.p.h.), I prefer my Alfa."
An American Highway Patrol officer would love to hear
that argument.
Tourists who travel the autostradas of Italy are often surprised to find drivers to be generally more polite than their
stateside counterparts.
"American drivers are
downright rude if yoti.Compare
them to Italians," said one vacationer from New Jersey.
"Here they may drive like the
devil, but they sure drive better
than they do back home. They
don't cut you off the road like
they do on the New Jersey turnpike.
"It's almost like a game over
here; they drive right up to the
limit of the vehicle's capability,
then back off. They've been
driving fast for so long that
they really seem to know how
to handle themselves. And I'd
sure as heck rather be outrun
by some fellow in a Ferrari who
knows whathe's doing than by
some kid in a hopped-up Chevy.
"I'll take my chances here
any day, but in the states it's a
gamble every time yikuturtion
the ignition."
YALISTSSURRENDER
t Spanish Loyalists in Madrid
surrendered to Franco's forces
on Mar. 24, 1939

Auther-Plays-Astrologer in_New Film

Room
At Willi

the man who has covered the
Algerian war. President John
F Kennedy's assassination and
the Tokyo Olympics.
"Maybe I'm a pace addict.
Maybe I like tension. I just
think New York is alive and
Paris is dead "
Labro proudly wears a bluestone ring-from Washington and
Lee University. wheeh--lio--attended for two years His love
of things American even carried over to the movie set at
Nice, last year, where he ordered the rolling of the cameras
with an English "Action!" rather than the French "Partez!"
Shooting the film meant giving up more than seveti-billIfweekly columns. But it was a
sacrifice he gladly made, and
would be glad to make in the
future - permanently.
"Directing is not as lonely a
trade as journalism," he said.
•'A journalist goes alone on an
event, by himself covering the
story, writing it, dictating it.
He never sees his readers.
- -t•But.when•you do a film. you
work with writers, with a crew.
Its still an individual effort,
but there's a team with you.
And it's better than any psychiatrist's couch," he added
with a laugh. "You discover

Miss Jill
of Wayne H
with a miscl
Wednesday
the home
Williams.
The gracii
occasion wi
Mrs. Nonr
Freed Cotl
Jones,and I
For the
those to
trousseau
bone dress
empire wa
presented.11
red roses.
—Jack Persa
crepe dre;
-1
mother, we
knit dress.
white. cal
presented
hostesses.
Games
prizes bei
-eharies-ht.
Robinson,
Thornton wl
gifts to the
The be
dining table

Dear Sir,
We want the people of Hazel.
Murray, Calloway County, The
First Region and Tennessee to
By LYNN SHERR
know our appreciation for the
Associated Press Writer
recent "Stan Key Day." Would
NEW YORK (AP) you print the following letter? Philippe Labro is the man
Dear Friends_i_
--who ordered Erich Segal
We Wit& to thank the people
of Hazel for the many kind and shot. unlike the cynics who
But
generous thoughts and deeds sniped at Segal's book, "Love
extended to us during the recent Story," Labro saw his orders
"Stan Key Day."
carried out --in the movie he
- We are deeply grater0-To directed, Without Apparent
Hazel Woman's Club and to Motive." Its a thriller based on
those men of Hazel who an Ed McBain story in which
promoted this special day. Segal plays his first movie role
Hazel is most fortunate to have - a Swiss astrologer who gets
such
great
community wiped out with a single bullet
"I knew Segal from way
leadership.
back," said Labro, 35, a handEspecially do we thank the
ch newspaper columchairman,
Mrs.
Harold nist, on a recent visit to New
Wilkinson, the president, Mrs. YoriCHe loved the idea. He just
Gerald Ray, and each of. the jumped atthe chance-My.probother members of the club. A 1em was to play him down. He
special thanks goes to Cy Miller kept trying to upstage the
for the time and effort_he ipve star."Trin--to making this.; day a success.
These people spent a great deal tignant, whom director Labro
American
of time and work for the few sees as the new
Humphrey Bogart. Labro also
hours we enjoyed.
plays a role in his own film We express our gratitude to about 30 seónd?drth.aia
Calloway County Judge Robert journalist taking dictation
Mill& for his energetic sense of
Shades of Alfred Hitchcock'
humor as a dynamic Master of Not really Labro. who calls
Ceremonies. It was a real himself "the only French
living in
pleasure and
privilege to - Americanophtle
. „
idedl
Yankee
more
i
o
-I Speaker.'
son Welles, John Ford, Howard
We appreciate- the many Hawkes. He also preTiFs
friends attending the dinner. We American style of reviewing want to thank all of you for the no personal contact with the
support you've given these past artist until after the review few years. We are grateful for
and the American way of life. .
the many kind words of ap"I just think America has
preciation spoken by -our more-energy and vigor and -imteachers and friends from agination and life than any
Hazel, Murray, Calloway country I've traveled in," said
County, from all-over the First
Region and the many friends
from Tennessee, too.

didn't know you had."
They like Chile
SANTIAGO, Chile IUPII
-Cuba led socialist nations in
visitors to Chile during 1971
with 1,178 of the registered
total of 21,086 visitors from all
countries, according to official
statistics.

We were thrilled and surprised with the generous gift of
a bond. We thank each of you
who made a contribution.
We shall always remember
those of the news media who
faithfully reported each
basketball game with favorable
and impartial publicity. Particular do we thank -thefollowing: the Pidicati SunDemocrat and Jerry Atkins,
Intelligencer and Sports Editor
Bill Greer; T. V. Station 29,
WDXR-TV of taducah for
carrying all the home
basketball games; Radio
Station WCBL, Benton, Kentucky, for carrying all the U. K.
basketball games. All of these
made it possible for our families
and friends to follow and support Univerisity of Kentucky
basketball.
It means so much to succeed
but it means so much more
when your friends show their
happiness for your success.
This sort of kindness and
generosity comes once in a
lifetime,and we thank everyone
of you from the bottom of our
hearts.
Sincerely
. Stan and Mary Jane Key
Dear Editor:
It should be news when a
taxing district removes or
eliminates all taxes even though
one is permitted by the Kentucky Revised Statutes. By
appropriate action by the
separate Board of Directors of
the East Fork Clarks River
Watershed
Conservancy
District and the West Fork
Clarks Ftiver Watershed Conservancy District, I have been
instructed to notify the county
court clerks of McCracken,
Marshall,
Graves, and
Calloway Counties that no tax
will be assessed or collected
against the real estate lying
within the separate districts in
the separate counties for
watershed purposes in the year
1972.
The
present Board of
Directors were
elected in
November of 1969 on a platform
that they would discontinue the
practices of the former board
and would do-eveFyilling withintheir power to permit the people
of the separate districts to vote
on whether to continue or
discontinue the watershed
districts. At the present time,
every effort is being made to get
the district finances in a
position where the soil supervisors will be required to submit
the question of continuance to
the property ownera at a
referendum.
Very truly yours,
McMurray, Livingston &
W. Pelham .11ecIllurry

•'

LORI)BALTIMORE,-".••• •
On Mar 25, 1634, lord Baltimore and the first settlers to
Maryland arrived
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Miss Jill Persall
fkmored-At-Shower
At Williams Home

•

-

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: "ON ME VERGE," who commlained because his wife was frigid, gave a goon physical description
of himself. Six feet two, well-built, a full head of hair, gray
in the temples, good looking.) But he didn't describe the'
psychological conditions his wife had to live with.
A man- who doesn't let his wife make any decisions in
their marriage will soon find that lieIs titling "with a .robot
and robots make very poor bed partners.- •
•I know, because my husband has made ---the. decisions
in our marriage. I have become very angry, and I take my
anger out on my husband by nut responding to his emotional
needs, especially those related to sex.
I am a college graduate with a good mind, but somehow
my husband has always smothered and belittled everything.
['ye ever tried to do. I wonder where in the world my husband thinks my head was before I married him?
RESIGNED ROBOT
DEAR ROBOT: You don't say how long you've bees
married, but if you have resigned yourself to being a

Mrs. David Braden

one-thirty o'clock in the afternoon with Mrs. John
Livesay, chairman, presiding.
Mrs. James Byrn gave the
devotion reading from Psalms
98 with comments and poems of
Spring.
The Garden Club will observe
-Arbor Day --Wriarticiparing in

grounds and it was suggested
that a fund be established at the
banks whereby a member could
give a memorial or honor a
friend by having a shrub or
flowers planted. A local nursery
man would assist in selecting
the proper plant in keeping with
the design.

..._
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Getting ready for a
trip?...You'll want a neat
little knit version which
makes
traveling
a
delight...Warm enough for
cool evenings...yet light
enough without feeling
burdened down...A staple
hi a wardrobe.

Have you ANY idea what
a spanking white collar can
do for you?...lt can turn a
devil into an angel...an imp
into a dollw A nonbeliever?...Try it and
seer.Kitty Foyle did and
see what happened to her.
You'll want to shout it
from the roof tops that
seersucker is back...This
great fabric so crisp...so
cool...so iv rinkle-free_...is
designed to be worn from
day through night...for
every occasion.
Knits for spring and
summer are having the
time of their lives...They're
printed, striped, textured
and constructed to do what
hey never conld before.

EN
TE
Free

o-

Remember, fashion is
your best SOCIAL seiurity.
Big savings on all
costume suits and dresses
at Littleton's Size 8-20, 141222
the Happy Yellow Store
Is open till .5:30 Mon.-Sat.till 6:00 on Fri.

Littleton's
HAPPY YELLOW
STORE
DOWNTOWN

MURRAY

b000k was being compiled for
the future. Mrs. Dick Sykes was
appointed to collect the receipes
of the Garden members. An
invitation was read from the
Paducah City Beautification
Board to attend their events of
•
The-Women's Society of the Dogwood Trail.
The nominating committee
Christian Service of the Goshen
United Methodist Church met at presented the slate of officers
the church on Tuesday, April 4, for the coming year who are
at seven o'clock in the evening . Mrs. John Livesay, chairntan;
' Mesdames Ynema Wright, Mrs. James Hamilton, viceObena Hale, and Delpha chairman; Mrs. L.W. Paschall,
Rhoades presented the program secretary;'Mrs. Kenton Miller,
on "A-Celebration of Liberation treasurer. Eleven new names
'For Eastertime". Mrs. Marelle were presented to be voted on.
Farless gave the devotion on at the May meeting.
"The Crosses" using the 12th
Mrs. . Humphrey.
Key
chapter of Hebrews as her presented the very ifffereisting
scripture.
program on "Japanese Floral
Mrs. Agenes Watson presided Arrangements" and was
over the business session during assisted by Mrs. Harold
which seventeen members Douglas. They had sixteen
answered present to the roll lovely arrangements depicting
call. Minutes of the March the various styles. The history
meeting were read and the and art of Japan and China
treasurer's report was given. A goes back to the sixth century
brief report Was given on the where the offering of flowers to
programs presented by Rev. the Gods at the altar was an
Bill Starnes during his recent integral part of -their worship,
visit in the Murray area..
said Mrs. Key who gave excerts.
A motion was made by Mrs. From the book, "Ikebana"
Orlean Parker that the society (meaning
floral
buy fire extinguishers for the arrangements) by Rachel E.
church and Mrs. Madalene Carr.
_ .
Varker Was a-ppOinted to Obtain
In her program Mrs. Key said
information on the -size needed
it was not until World -War II,
and the cost.
America became interested in
The visitation program was
this type arrangements. Mrs.
discussed and the group voted
Carr was the occidental to
to invite the Mt. Carmel WSCS
graduate with a Masters degree
_ to yisitj_it the new meeting on.
froth Japan ar 1958 and was
May 9 and to accept the inborn in Japan of western
vitation from the WSCS of
parents.
The
Japanese
Martin's Chapel to meet with
arrangements come under
them Tuesday evening, April 18.
three styles, Mrs. Key said,
The society voted to be
which are Seika, traditional
responsible for fresh flowers for
religious,
Maribana,
the sanctuary each Sunday with
naturalistic, and third, Nageire,
two different members in
vases. She said the tallest line in
charge each time.
an arrangement
symbolzes
The regular fifth Sunday
Heaven, the
secondary line,
Fellowship.
was
supper
Man, and the third, Man. The
discussed and plans made. The
leader gave interesting and
supper Will begin at five p.m.
helpful ways of. cutting and
and(will be followed by singing
conditioning the flowers.
and the regular Sunday evening
.
.
Bible.study.
The -hostesses,,, MrS. G.B.
Far-less Scott, Mrs. A.W..Simmoris, Sr.,
Mrs. •Marelle
. and the Mrs' R(11.11r.t mac!,191.140;
dismissed with prayer
'gatip-lerijnYed retiesh rein td -Okk. iken, served delicious
Served by Mrs. Nettie Beach cake and coff,e.during the social
and rs. Obena Hale.
hour.

Women's Society Of
Goshen Church Has
Its April Meeting

\'4•1

4

The treasurer's report was
given by Mrs. W. J. Haverstock.
Mrs. Simmons, membership
chairman, reported and introduced one new member,
Mrs. Lowell King.

(Love Studio photo)
Miss Donna Louise Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Hall of 1654 Ryan Avenue, Murray.an-

---PifrsW:41.Graves announced
a seminar on "Christian Social
Concerns" to be at Lambuth
College, Saturday, April 15. All
District and Conference officers
were urged to. attend.
The WSCS general meeting
will be held at the church May 2
at seven o'clock in the evening
with the executive board
mee • at six o'clock.

--

doing you the most geed.
DEAR ABBY: Perhaps "ON THE VERGE," that handsorpe, athletic husband who couldn't get his wife into the bedroom, should evaluate his "game" in the bedroom.
.
He may have a headful of premature gray hair, play
golf, tennis and handball-and still be a complete dud in bed.
Even two heads of gray hair wouldn't make up for a
nothing performance in best
.
_
It just might be thet 25 years of nothing, nothing, nothing
has produced a frigid wife.
Believe me, most frigid wives did not get that way by
themselves, and I'll bet "On the Verge's" hunger can't hold
a candle to his wife's.
- HUNGRY FOR 30'YEARS
DEAR ABBY: I read the letter from ':_ON THE VERGE"
and I get the shock-ofiny-Itfe- It could have been
by my "husband, except for the
color of his hair and his age. My husband is 33.
I love my husband and have no reason or excuse for
treating him-this way. I just never felt like igatitg to- bed when
he did, so I'd stay up and do something else until he'd fall
asleep. I never realized that he_would get.tht_natiqn that." _
was avoiding him;
After reading that husband's letter I rea
that i he,
•• • •
•• n:
•
e •••• re or love,' so cou •
mine. tit he hasn't already.)
^ My husband's birthday is the last of next month, but he
is going to get his gift early. A changed wife!
I just hope and pray I'm not too late. STUPID IN B'HAM

1.4

DEAR ABBY: I am tired of reading letters in your column from self-confessed "great" lovers who complain because their wives are frigid..
The sexual prowess of the American male is a myth,
IS

ruE.

Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, cochairman presided in .the absence of the chairman, Mrs. I.
.Mayfield-Ruports Isere
given by the secretary, Mrs. A.
N. Alexander. Thank you notes
were read from the families of
Bryan and Bud Tolley and the
familes of Mrs. Lola Carraway
and Mrs. Alice Jones.

N.Van-v-t-

firs. Humphrey Key Presents Program At
Garden Department-Meet; Officers Named

Fashion Notes
Written by
JO CRASS

Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Sr., 919
Sycamore Street, Murray, was
hostess for the April meeting of
the Alice Waters Circle of the
WSCS of the First United
Methodist Church.

Good looks alone
_`Anake_it'-in bed

of Miss Betty_Ana.tiallawi...daughter-otlidr-ami
•
linen.. The centerpiece was a Braden,son of Mr.and Mrs, Burnett Braden of Galatia, flL, was
lovely arrangement of yellow, solemnized on Friday, March 31, at ten-thrity o'clock in the
orange and • white jonquils. morning at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Beatty of
Vases of jonquils were used Homewood, Ill.
throughout the home. RefreshThe new Mrs. Braden was graduated from Calloway County
ments of punch, wedding ling High School- in the -class. of 1967 and also from Draughon's
cookies, rosette pastries, nuts, Suable's College, Paducah. She was employed in Paducah prior
and rignta were served. Mrs. to her wedding.
. Mai Robinson presided at the
Grandparents of the. new bride are Mr. and Mrs. Milburn
punch bowl.
Holland of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Rex Jones of Murray Route
-Miss Persall was presented a Three. Her great grandmother is Mrs. Lucy Lee of Almo Route
a gift from he One.
toaster
hostesses. Thirty persons. were
Mr. Bradeti graduated from the Galatia High School and is. now
present or sent gifts.
employed in Chicago, Ill. He is the grandson of Mrs. Madge
Burnett and Mr.and Mrs.Owen Bird, all of Galatia,Ill.
The newly wed couple is now residing in Park Forest, Ill.
Credit card growth
TULSA,'Okia. 415-P1-1 The increased use of credit
cards in the United States is
reflected in a report by Gulf
Oil Company that in the early
1920, all the motorists using
its card could have assembled
The Garden Department of the planting of the state tree.
ma a tennis court. Toda_y the
the MiuraYWoman's Club. field- Plans were discussed for t&
company says, it would
200 Yankee Stadiums to hold its regular meeting at the club landscaping and beautifications •

A

Simmons HomeSceneOf Alice Waters
Circle Meeting

June Wedding Planned

-041311
,

Miss Jill Persall, bride-elect
of Wayne Hughes, was honored
with a miscellaneous shower on
Wednesday evening, April 1, at
the home of Mrs. John L.
Williams. The gracious hostesses for theoccasion were Mrs. Williams,
Mrs. Norman Elap_p_,
Freed Cotham, Mrs. Milton
Jones and Mrs. Don Robinson..
event, the honoree
'chose to wear from her
trousseau a barberry red and
bone dress fashioned with an
empire waist. The hostesses
presented her with a corsage of
red roses.
The-honereets--ffiether, Mr
Jack Persall, wore an apricot
crepe dress. .Mrs. Herbert
--Hughes, the groom-elect's
mother, wore an aqua double
knit dress. They both were
white. carnation cqrsliges
presented to them . .1!), the
hostesses.
Games were played with
prizes being won by Jrs.
• titiarles--M-.- Robinson, and Mrs. Handy
Thornton who in turn gave their
gifts to the honoree.
beautifully appointed
The
dining table was covered with a

FASHION
NOTES

I .......

Holland-Braden Vows Solemnized

WEDNESDAY-APRIL 19, 1972

about women.
Your stock answer is, "Talk it over with your mate."
Well, forget it.
If a wife says one word to her husband about what
arouses her, or what turns her off, he will regard it as a
brutal assault on his masculinity. For no American man will
admit that he is no good in bed.
There is an old saying, 'There are no cold women. Only
clumsy men." How true! But it took a Frenchman to say it.
After twenty years of marriage, you may sign this wife ei-SLEEPING ALONE IN W. VA."
ther "DISGUSTED," or
Hate to write letters? Seed SI to Abby, Bait 119701. Loa
Angeles, Cal. 9000, for Abby's booklet. "How to Write Letters for An Occasion."

daughter, Donna Louise, to Terry Lawrence Goodwin son of Mr.
-and Mrs. Lawrence F.Goodwin of Endicott, New York.
Miss Hall is a graduate of Murray High School and a senior at
Murray State University where she will graduate in May with a
B.S. in Nursing.
Mr, Goodwin, a graduate of Union Endicott High School, will
graduate from Murray State University in May with a Bachelor of
Music Education degree.
The wedding will be solemnized raf Saturday, June 3,-at-four
o'clock in the aiternoon, in the Hale Chapel of- the First United
Methodist Chtirch. Only out of town invitations will be sent. All
friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
reception.

Recital Of Advanced
Piano Students Is
Held On Sunday

- Mrs. It.
'Moffett gave-4"
most interesting program AU"Our Celebration of Easter,"
stressing that we take the Spirit
of Easter throughout the year, ,
not just at the Easter Season.
The May meeting will be with
Mrs. W. E. Moffett with a pot
luck luncheon.
Mrs. Simmons served a
delicious brunch, assisted by
Mrs. Warden Gilbert and Mrs.
Lowell King.

PkRAMOUIC PICT'JRF

The Murray Music Teachers
Association presented a group
91 advanced piano students In
recital on Stuaday,.afternoon at
--Priee---Doyle---Fine Arts
r- •
Center.
programariwurong-those •
will be the performers,
teachers, and intelligent
listeners of the-.future. They
performed music by Bach,
Beethoven, Schubect, Mozart,
Chopin, Grieg, Paderewski,
MacDowell, Scriabine, Khatchaturian,
Turina
andShostakovich.
rsse- pTi7ng were:
Rachael Barr, Kathy
• Halford, Molly Watson, Ellen
Qiiertermous, Anne Erwin,
Jana Jones', Peggy Visher, Lisa
Winters, Donna Humphries,
Laurel Guy, Ellen Burnett, and
Marla Lassiter. The participating teachers
were Mrs. Larrie Clark, Mrs.
Robert E. Johnson, Mrs. Neale,
B. Mason, and Mrs. John C.
Winter. .

II

FBIRTHSj

GREEN GIRL
A baby girl, Pamela Ann,
weighing nix pounds ten ounces-f
anbprift4-Z
4 t
v.
was born to Mr. and Mrs.
C-544vedebt.
Ronnie Allen Green of Kirksey
Wednesday, April 19
Welcome Wagon Newcomers Route One on Saturday, April
A workshop in painting will be annual dessert and card party. 15, at-2:15 a.m. at the Murrayheld at the Murray Art Guild at 7:30 p.m. Woodmen of the World Calloway County Hospital.
The new father..is employed
seven p.m. If interested call
Hall. Tickets $1.00 from any
Mrs. Larry Doyle or Mrs. club member or call Mrs. with the Clarke Construction
Cromwell Hauge.
Thomas Muehleman at 753-4126. Company.
The paternal grandmother is
The Baptist Women of the Please bring your own--eards. Mrs. Robbie Howard of
Elm Grove Baptist Church will
Dr. Harvey Elder will speak Mayfield Route Seven. The
meet at the church at seven
at
the meeting-of the J.N. maternal grandparents are Mr.
p.m.
Williams chapter of the UDC to and Mrs. W.C. Lawrence of
Girls of grades seven through be held at the home of Mrs. Kirksey. Great grandparents
twelve of the Memorial Baptist Leonard Vaughn at 12 noon. are Mr. and Mrs. Ocus
Church will meet at the home of Mrs. J.T. Sammons and Mrs. Lawrence of Kirksey Route One
Mrs. Judy Curd, 1501 Oxford Neva
Waters
will
be and Mr and Mrs. Troy Butler of
Drive, at seven p.m. David, cohostesses for the luncheon. Mayfield Route Seven.
Lewis'will- present slides taken
MITCHELL BOY.
on his trip around the world
Friday, April 21
Sgt. and Mrs. Roger Mitchell.
Senior Citizens Day 'program Route One 11 l4-nn Avenue.
Judith Woodall Hauman,
soprano, will be presented in planned at the Calloway Public Plattsburgh, N.Y., are the
concert by the SAI at the Library at 3:30 p.m. For parents of a baby boy. Eric
Kristoffer. weighing five'
University School auditorium lt transportation call 753-2288.
-pounds Sit e. ounces, .- barn on_ _
8:30 p.m. Adiniplon is $1.50
Tuesday., April 11, at 3:13 p.m.
They have another son,
Thursday, April 20
Rfchard Shane, age two. The
and
The
Business
Tonya Kay Henderson of father is serving with the Air
Professional Women's Club will
Hardin has been dismissed Force. •
meet at the Murray Woman's From
the Western Baptist
Grandparents are Mr. and
Club House at 6:30 pin
Hospital, Paducah.
Mrs. Bobby Mitchell of Almo
Men's Stag Night will be held
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Sexton Route 'One, and Mr. and Mrs.,
at the Calloway Country Club at 4_ Dover, Tenn., were the RobyJetton of Murray Route
6:30 p.m. Reservations should weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.. Seven. Great grandparent& are
be made by noon Thursday with Jack Sykes. Mr. Sykes is now Mr. and Mrs. Morgan CunJim Frank, Bob Burke, Joe recuperating at his home after ningham of Murray Route Two.
Rexroat, or George Oakley.
having
undergone surgery Mr. and Mrs: Clete Young of
;April 3, at the Baptist Memorial Almo Route One, Mr. and Mrs.
.•
Evie Kelso -of Murray Route
*Oita!, Memphis, Tenn.
The Home Department of the
Seven., and .Mr, 'and Mrs.
Murray Woman's Club will
J.B. Ross and Arn, Jim:of SC Bernice Jetton of :Mayfield
•
MA.111.tht,,clab.bouse
p.m. with
Mesdames E.W. their brother and uncle, Ray grandmother' is Mrs. Donie
Riley, Dwight Crisp and Aryls Ross and Mrs. Ross, Mayfield Cunningham of Murray Route
Hendrix as hostesses.
Two.
Road.

11

COSTUMES
1/3 Off

4

The Happy Yellow Store
Court Square
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Scramble Golf
Tourney Held
At Oaks Club

SPORTS UNLIMITED

The Men's and Women's
Scramble Golf tournament was
held Sunday at the Oaks
__.cuuntry club_ with ui-plaee
going to thi team of Roy
Cothran, James Washer, Ada
-fine
,7 Winner of dist place was
-iletannisiect-by-is-stiddezt-cieathplay off by the winning team
and the team of Yancy Watkins,
Jim Neale, Rudell Parks, and
Bobbie Bue_hanm,
_
The Cothran team won on the
second hole with an eagle and
forty foot putt by Sue Outland.
Third place went to the team
Of J.P. Parker, Mike Morgan,
Charles Caldv;e11,- and Nell
Tackett.
Three teams tied for fourth
place. They were Ira Lee Story,
James
Ward, Clayton
Hargrove, and Patsy. Neale;
Delmer
Brewer? David
Thompson, Fred Pogue, aild
• Essie Caldwell%
Tommy
Goodwin, Amos Tackett,
Charles McCuLs-ton, and Edith
Garrison.
A club official said a large
number of members turned out
for the tournament on Sunday.

McCovey Loss Hurts
San Francisco Tea m

Brewer's Frank Lane
always speaks his mind

Calloway County Girls
Track Team Takes Dual
Meet With Henry County

1957-58 at County Stadium when
A salty fellow, Frank Lane,
To the manager of an expanSarah Von Schoech placed
The Calloway County High
the
1taieraukee Braves were
is
base.
is
the_and
he
milteam,
.
sion
-first in the 880-yard run with a
took
School
girls
track
team
a
winning pennants and playing
uivalent of play. Russian waukee because. he provides
dual meet Tuesday with Henry time of three minutes flat. June
roulette with a lave shell in ev- more suspense thanbia base - before 2 rnilion people. But, at County High School by the score Murdock took
eq
second place
least, it's major league baseery chamber. The mortality baitearn. He's a compulsive
honors for Calloway in the $064.
ball
and
lbs
have
moreen
up
hottas-brok
w
r
4
1
volundiscourage
SAN DIEGO (AP)- Every"But we aren't about to lay rate should
Marcia Webb took first place yard hurdles with a time of 13.6.
. es than booze and larceny. eased the bitterness that folwill always be
one weed. The San Francisco down and roll over because of leers but therekarnikazeldets-p-Anybedy-whoslags
for,/ -.The is lowed...the defection of the JR.1h0 high.114c1R191._Ca9aY Slurry Pierce was third in that
data(wilts and
Giants lost the* most valuable this
with a leap of 4-5. Tina Todd event alsd, with a time of 13.7.
Braves to Atlanta
advised to write an escape
well
like
Dave
Bristol.
people
and
player when Willie McCovey
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By RON ROACH
Associated Press Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES(AP) — Now
Bill Sharman is talking about a
--six-game-series arhis Los Angeles Lakers have the defending champion Milwaukee Bucks
_ on,the ropes in the. National
Basketball Association playoffs.
'
,
Ricers, ran nway-from_
the Bucks 115-90 Tuesdzy night
by rebounding—literally—from
the 11448 beating suffered Sunday in Milwaukee.
The bett-of-seven Western
Conference series moves back
to Milwaukee Saturday with the
Lakers leading 3-2.
"I've said all along that rebounding will decide thC
series," said Sharman in a
hoarse voice after Wilt Chamberlain & Co. grabbed 22 more
missed shots than Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and the Bucks, 7057. "And if we can outrebound
them Saturday, we can end the
series in six games."
Game No. 7, if the Bucks win
Saturday, will be played next
Wednesday night in the Forum,
where there would be another
sellout crowd of 17,505.
The partisan fans chanted

iech placed
lion-with a
ui flat. June
world place
.8117
time of 13.6.
.bird ig
une of 13.7.
ird dash,
of the three
e went to
a time of
e went to
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(play team
the takers
Fhisteen is
icky ButJohnson,
id Marcia

k first place
with a .12.4
ird hurdles,
effirst with
erce placed
ark.
e on South
in another

-

ly taking ,Sharman's cue. The
coach bQ called for more vociferous support on the plane
fide back from Milwaukee Sunday.
"It is easier to get up for this
me than .Sunday" said
Chamberlain, who made all
eight of is free throws, a retifile achievement kW -the
7-foot-2 veteran considered one
of the league's worst free
throwers. He finished with 26
rebounds and 12 points.
In all, the Lakers converted
35 of 44 free throws, including
19 of 22 in the third per*
when they broke things open. It
was 55-51iLakers early in the
third period but Gail Goodrich
led the spurt to a 23-point lead
with a 13-point quarter.
Jim McMillian paced the Lakers with 25 points, with Goodrich and Jerry West adding 22
each. Jabber had 28 and 16
rebounds. Boston, trailing the
New York Knicks 2-0 in the
Eastern Conference final, will
try and get on the winning
track at Boston Garden tonight.
The Celtics lost the opener at
0)0 •
7. II,
uare
den.

IM

"rebound,rebound"—apparent-

ry's

Nicklaus Favored In
ChampionsTournament

ice finishes
in the meet.
lit the high
test for the
e. James
'ond place
yard dash.
ainner-up in
iteve Taylor
.80-yard Ibtv

RANCHO LA COSTA, Calif. winners of regular pro golf tour
( AP) — Jack Nicklaus ruled a events for the last 12 months.
prohibitive 4-1 favorite to make
Nicklaus and Lee Trevino
a successful defense of his title have so dominated play in that
this week in the rich and presti- period—each has won six
gious Tournament of Cham- times-4hat one of the smallest
pions.
fields ever is assembled for the
Lai Vega'. legal bookies 72 hole test that begins Thtirsquoted the shortest price ever day on the long, tough La Costa
on Nicklaus to take his fourth Country Club Course, a beaucrown in this $165,000 tourna- tifully conditioned, 7,114-yard,
ment that brings together the par-72 layout.
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Murray High Tigers Take Opener
er SouItt MatShaii Tuft-day34

Lakers Down Bucks In Playoffs;
Need Only One More For Series

ual •
inty

'

261:ilayers, as oppose
to a field of 35 last year, quail•
---4-fied tisis *asset, with -Trevino
the second choice behind Nick;
taus. George Archer and Tom
Weiskopf, each with three victories in the qualifying period,
and Jerry Heard, with a pair of
titles, are the only other mulATLANTA ( AP) — Heisrnan tiple winners.
Trophy winner Pat Sullivan,
However, Nicklaus is clearly
who personally negotiated a the man to beat.
_multiyaar-nontrant=withlha-4,
tombig off 3 wars
—
tante Falcons of the National rest following his Masters
Football League, says he did it triumph, arrived Tuesday.
without hiring an agent because
"that was my way."
He's won three times this
Sullivan, the ace quarterback season—the Masters, Bing
who guided Auburn to 25 foot- Crosby and Doral-Eastern—and
ball, victories in three years, already his accumulated more
signed an estimated $125,000 than $134,000 in winnings, with
contract Tuesday for three the season only one-third gone.
years.
Trevino hasn't won this seaClarence Ellis of Notre son
and has been bothered by
Dame, the Falcons first-round
putting troubles. He pulled out
draft choice, signed a similar of last
week's Monsanto Open
pact.
pleading exhaustion after miss"Everyone has his own way ing only
one tournament all
of doing things, and I didn't see year. He's
been home resting in
any benefit in having an agent El Paso, Tex.
since then and
and paying him a commission, wasn't due
to arrive until tosaid Sullivan.
day.
Ellis, a 5-foot-11, 183-pound
Other standouts in the field
safety, said he was "glad the
Falcons drafted me because, include former champion Frank
frankly, I like the weather in Beard, Arnold Palmer, Billy
the South. I've had enough of Casper, England's Tony Jacklin
and Bruce Crampton of Austhat snow and cold."
tralia.
Gene Littler, who recently
underwent major surgery, and
Gary Player of South Africa
also are eligible-but are not
competing.

Pat Sullivan

Negotiates Own
Falcon Contract

_

__
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Willie McCovey Out Forrn
Two Months; Giants Win

By MIKE BRANDON
his four inning stint ea the
Ledger & Times Sportswriter fireballing southpaw did not
Led by the timely hitting of allow a hit and fanned 11 Men
Brown. Crouch and great pit- while walking just two. Rains
ching---by David -Hukties and gave up a-run-arid -a bit in Ns
Charlie Rains, the Murray High three innings and fanned four
one-third of the season. He re- Tigert took their season opener while walking two.
defeating South Marshall
turned- toward- the-and 44--the
Crouch pared-the- attack with
year to help the Giants win the here yesterday evening 5-.1. three hits and two big RBI's.
reg...av,isinn tote
-thr-ee- --hits4111- Dean- Willis--hael-two-bito-andSan Francisco got home run four times at bat while Hughes
power from Bobby Bonds and and Rains combined for a total
Fran Healy to beat the Padres. of 15 strikeouts, yielding only
Bonds delivered a two-run blast one hit in the seven inning afand Healy drilled a three-run fair.
Crouch gave Murray the lead
shot.
WASHINGTON (AP) Billy Williams unloaded a in the third inning by slamming Wasbington's next baseball
three-run homer and Jose Car- a hard line drive over the head team will be an existing frandenal smashed a two-run job to of the leftfielder for an inside chise,'not, a new expansion
pull Chicago over •Pittsburgh the park home run. Meanwhile team, according to baseball
and spoil the Pirates' home Hughes tad little - trouble- in Commissiiiner -Bowie Kuhn. •
opener before a near-capacity mowing down the Rebels. "There is not much backing
crowd of 47,489.
After hurling the first four for expansion," Kuhn told a
Tommy Helms and John Ed- frames,Hughes gave way in the congressional panel Tuesday.
wards, a couple.of ex-Reds, and fifth inning to righthander "If anything, major league
Doug Rader, Houston's young Charlie Rains. Rains set the sports have overexpanded."
redhead, helped the Astros top side down in order in the fifth* Kuhn, speaking to the DisCincinnati. Helms and Edwards inning ,end then the Tigers. trict of Columbia Committee,
each knocked in two runs and decided to give him a • little said among possibilities discussed by the owners was
Rader snapped a 4-4 tie with a more breathing room.
Shortstop Larry Lockhart. scheduling regular-season
sixth-inning homer.
Helms hit a two-run homer opened-the bottom of the frame games in Washington between
off Don Gullett, who was his by pounding a single into left other teams and the sharing of
field. Lockhart advanced to a franchise with Baltimore.
er.
ten .n • •
t
.vrrnsrittkrtgnr--rw--"T----totiinAntitelti*Atifigs104-.$1•1
tWOJim
re
r
the 11 ABA cities. Julius ErA doctor estimated that it
CanniZzaro one out Mike Cathey drew a suited from the transfer of the
Chris
run
single
and
Squires
col- would take six weeks for the
ving of the Virginia
hit a solo home run as Los An- base on balls and runners were Washington Senators franchise
lected 21 and George McGinnis fracture to heal and surmised it
to Texas.
geles
beat Atlanta and gave on at first and second.
of Indiana received one vote,
could be at least two months
Crouch then touched Rebel
Kuhn also said, despite some
National
Tommy
John
his
firSt
Gilmore, who averaged 23 before the slugger returned to
righthander'Sherman Cothran rumors of possible National
John
was
acLeague
triumph.
points a game and led the ABA the lineup.
quired-by the Dodgers in a win- for a single that scored League teams being interested
in rebounding in leading the
In the other games Tuesday,
ter deal that sent Richie Allen Lockhart. On the throw back to in Washington, that it was his
Colonels to a league record 68 'the Chicago Cubs beat the
the infield, the runners ad- impression that Washington
triumphs, polled 59 of 60 first Pittsburgh Pirates 6-4; the to the. Chicago White Sox.
vanced' to second and third. was traditonally an American
three
Bowa
cracked
Larry
team votes and 116 points for Houston Astros topped the CinDavid Hughes drew a walk that League town and should remain
bases
and
singles,
stole
two
thoAll Rookie squad.
cinnati Reds 8-4; the Los AngePhiladelphia • filled the bases and -then Denny so.
Erving garnered 59 votes and les Dodgers trimmed the At- scored a run as
Champion Lane promptly blasted a single
beat
St.
Louis.
Billy
118 points for one forward posi- tante Braves 3-1; the Pintauntil a that drove in two more runs
strong
game
pitched
a
tion while McGinnis collected delphia Phillies turned back the
ninth making the score 4-0. The
in
the
Cardinal
rally
53 votes for 112 points for the St. Louis Cardinals 6-3 and the
Tigers added their final tally of
Wayne
Twithim
out.
knocked
other spot.
Montreal Expos pounded the
the inning when Dean Willis
final
to
get
the
chell
came
in
John Roche of New York, New York Mets 7-2.
-r-singiStiailtrie a run. ..
with 51 voted Ind 109 PointS, The Ciant dressing room was 1
South Marshall scored their
SH*
'
44 ar"quired from onlf run in the sixth inning of
subdued atter viehay
'
because
4"4
"
arld70h1MY ICNInajur OrMerTF—WW1
recently,
York
in
a
trade
New
phis, with- 42 votes and 93
. the players obviously felt it was
helped to beat his old mates by the contest. Dennis Smith laced
points, were the guards named much too costly.
knocking
in three Montreal a single into left field and then
to the stellar lineup.
McCovey, 34, was the Nationwith
a
triple- and single. stole second. An error on the
runs
The second team was: Dave al League's Most Valuable
was the third shortstop_ brougtt In the first
The
-victory
IR a
RoblacIL Denver, Center. Dar- Ilayet-in_...19EdLw1wri
theE'epos - and tiffy- Rebellun—ol- the
straight-thig-yeartor
nell Hillman, Indiana, 'and- career-high 4:if 45 home runs.
alone
atop the contest.
left
them
and
George Kennedy, Dallas, for- ibes.. Itr.90.0
rider wa
wiirds;. and 31ike."' Gate, Ken- limited to 18 home runs last
tacky, and Al Smith, Denver, year because of a knee injury
guards.
that kept him out more than

Basketball
In the American
Association,
the Indiana
Pacers
meet the Utah Stars.tonight in
a do,or
, -di,ehi
sigtation at Antler-son
sium. The Stars outshone Indiana 106-100 and 117-109 earlier
BY KEN RAPPOP0117
and-lead the-Weatitiviaion final— Anariated rxell"P°1111-Wrikr
_ The ballskipped .ciff John .1eseries 2,0.
kilha we,. ni,24.4,
,,,the_mout_....I&L'illatAifflard-stall&P-XYork Nets, trailing Virginia 2-0, Speier. It looked like a
are idle until next Monday double play for the &n Franwhen they play home at Union- cisco Giants.
Speier scooped the grounder
dale, N.Y.
and pitched to Tito Fuentes,
who stepped on second for one
out and fired to first. Right
after he let thellail S11.-the second basemen wished he hadn't.
It Cost the Giants their star
first baseman, Willie McCovey.
NEW YORK (AP) — Artis
MgGpvey, diving forward tryGilmore of the Kentucky Colo- ing to snare Fuentes' wild toss,
nels, who two weeks ago was broke his right arm in a-eollinamed the American Basket- sion with Jeter and was
ball Association's most Valu- knocked out long before the Giable Player, has completed a ants won a 5-1 basebell game
sweep of top ABA honors by over the San Diego Padres
being-selected Rookie of the Tuesday night. •
Year and center on the All
There's no way we can re:
Rookie team, the league an- place a Willie McC,ovey," said
nounced Tuesday.
San Francisco Manager Charlie
Gilmore received 38 votes for Fox."But there's no use crying
Rookie of the Year from sports over spilled milk. Injuries are

Gilmore Named
To Two Honors

Demolition Begins
On Crosley Field _

By BILL WINTER . . seated about 30,000. "I spent a
Associated Press Sports Writer lot of time there." - Baer was a youngster the day
CINCINNATI (API — Chummy little Crosley Field, where he stood outside the park and
power hitters once chortled in watched as a cab pulled up
glee and waiters hawked beers "This great big giant of a man
12 for a dollar, fell victim today got out." Baer recalled. "and it
to the wheels of progress. It's was Babe Ruth.
"I just stood there with my_
being demolished for urban remouth open. I was 10 years
newal.
A 7,000-pound wrecking ball, old."
Ruth, then of the Boston
decked out as a giant baseball
and swung by a crane, Braves, was one of many ballslammed into the historic park, players who left his mark on
for 58 years home of the Na- the stadium—known as a hittional League's Cincinnati Reds ters park because of its left
field wall, only 328 feet from
baseball team.
In 120 days, the stadium, home plate, and straight-away
abandoned by the Reds in favor center wall, 383 feet away.
On May 28, 1935, Ruth fell on
of plush Riverfront Stadium
two summers ago, will be lev- an embankment in left field as
he chased a fly ball. He got up
eled.
"I hate to see it go," said Ed and walked off the field. AnothBaer, an official of King er time, imam exhibition game
Wrecking Company, Inc., that at Crosley Field, Ruth walloped
is demolishing the park which home runs measuring 426 and
400 feet.
Legendary country boy Dizzy
Dean of St. Louis . won an 18inning duel with Tony Freitas
of Cincinnati 8-6 in 1934. Both
pitchers went the distance.
ATLANTA (AP) — Orlando
In May, 1935, the major
7-oz.
•
Graebrier
Wins
Cepeda, first baseman for the leagues' first night game was
•
•
Atlanta Braves and 15-year vet- played at Crosley, with Presi1 00
•
HEMPS-TEAD, N.Y. (AP)
)
•
eran of the major leagues, says dent Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Clark Graebner of New York he will
•
decide in about two pushing a button at the White
•
overpowered Roscoe Tanner of weeks whether
he will retire.
House to turn on the lights.
Lookout Mountain, Tenn., 6-2,
The Atlanta Journal quoted
Normally placid Milt Creek
60 Sunday to win the $2,500 first
Ceprda Tuesday as saying he flooded in January, 1937, and
VOUOE KEY TO VALUE
prize in the Long Island indoor
ma)) be forced to quit because Reds' pitcher Gene Schott and.
•
tennis championship.
8 a.m.4 p.m.
of h's chronic bad knee.
-Lee Grisson rowed a boat over
516 Main,
:Mon.-Sat.
Gene Scott of New York took
"I am serious," he said. the center field fence.
third
round-robin,
piece
in
the
Murray
p.m.
a.m.-8
8
"The pain and the needles are
I
The
irl
f-styled on IA
tournament at Hofstra Univer- getting to be too much. I don't
• Friday
sity
by defeating Vitas Geru- want to go through any more ever to bat in the ma or
••••••••••••••••••••
laitis of New York City, 6-3, 6-4. pain and I don't want people to leagues" had her trip to the
plate in Crosley Field July 31,
feel sorry for me."
1935, Kitty Burke used the conCepeda recently reinjured the
1111•111111111 knee, which was operated on fusion of an overfloo crowd along the foul lines as (-over for
last August. He had fluid grabbing a bat. She strode to
drained from the knee joint the plate-to face the Cardinals."
Saturday and Monday.
Paul Dean, but was pulled
"If I can play I will, but I away.
have done everything I can to
Later-Frank Robinson would
Paris, Tennessee
try to get well and nothing has bring to the park his high-slit
worked," said the 34-year-old baseball pants legs, uoundformer Most Valuable Player.
skeeper Matty Schwab would
* WEDNESDAY NIGHT *
Cepeda. who earns $90,000 a be praised tor the lush playing
year, has 394 home runs and a field,.and Johnny Bench and
lifetime battingaverage of .298.
er in
'T-MNFAillortrffEff,"-Nr new era for Reds baseball.
said. "I think I have chine my
Ed Baer says he'll never for,
'share."
get.

.......••••••••••••••
•
•
•
•
•
"Clairol
•
•
:
Great Body :
:
•
•
Shampoo"
•
•
•

Kuhn Rules On
WashingtonTeam

Cepeda To Decide
On His Retirement

THE WANDERERS

Box Score
AB R H
4 0 1
Mt. Cathey
Mk. Cathey
2 -1.Q....
4 2 :Crouch
2 0 1
Hughes
3 1 1
D. Lane
2 a 0
R. Lane
Willis
3 02
3 0 2
Willis
3 Or' 0Ryan
3 1 1
Lockhart
1 0 0
Rains
27..5..9
Totals
Rebels
Tigers

000 001 -0 1-14001 040 x 5-9-1

Ice arena planned
EAST LANSING, Mich.
IUPI) — Michigan State
in the planning stages which
should be ready for the 197374 season. Its capacity will be
in the 6,000-8,000 range.
Stingy yielders
DETROIT(UPI)- Wayne
State University's 1971
football yield of just 66 points
was its lowest in a full season
since the 1940 Tartars gave up
69 points in a 4-1-3 season.

No 303 Can

HOMINY

Apple Sauce 4°/3ii,

3/39$
Showboat

Bush's

MEXICAN STYLE

Hunt's

PORK AND BEANS

TOMATO SAUCE

No
300 can

8-oz.
can

No 300 can

BEANS

2/27'
Kraft

39'
EGGS
cartons $1°°

CRACKERS
1 Pb 39t

TOMATO
CATSUP
II

27
Martha White

FLOUR
Plain or Self-Rising
5 lbs.

49c

Duncan Hines

CAKE MIX

MR. C. C. BIGGS
CHOCOLATE CHIP

2G-oz.

COOKIES

37'

14-oz. bag

49c

Blue Bonnet
Big Roll

3 forsloo

OLEO
3 lbs. 89C

Coconut
31 2 oz can

KEEBLER
Introducing

Hunt's

Keebler

Grade A Medium'

3/39'

6-oz. jar

MUSTARD 10c

No. 303 can

3

2/29'

New!
Jell-o
Soft Swirl

DESSERT
MIX
27'
Introductory Offer!

MAX-PAX
COFFEE RINGS,

—25'

09

MEATS
U.S. Choice

Round Steak lb 99C
Armour's Munch Meat
* Old Fashion Loaf
* All-Meat Bologna
* Cooked Salami
6-oz. pkg.
Col. Lee Sliced

49;

COUNTRY HAM
Matchless

Pb

BACON

59,

Krey

45‘
4

••• •

-

Swanns Market(

.I....
1 IIED's
•

— DANCE -RAINBOW INN

two RBI's while Mike Cathey;
David Hughes,Denny Lane and _
Larry Lockhart all picked lip
base hits.
be at liOthr'The
Friday night for a 6:30 pin.
battle with Reidland. Probable
starter itr -the game- will
sophomore righthander Ray
-Dane.
be in Princeton and Hugfles Will
•
be back on the mound.

•
,".
Derby Track Is Kept Wet, Fast
LOUISVILLE: -Ky.,---Eveir-' ,_ ----,,. , ,,
those KentuckyDerby-faris-vho inia)-4- ucY'
lac'
are not experts in the field of .Before you conclude that
racing know ishat _it takes_ ta Pangburn is some sourpuss out
make their day at the races -to put a damper on your Derby
enio3 able-clear skies and a Day fun, perhaps you should
know that he is the track
fast tra Ck.
-But there are few tlpngs superintendent at Churchill
Therman ' Ringburn dislikes Downs, has been for over nine
,inctre or.tries harder to, prevent years and has made the Downs

,
1

track as fa* as any in the
Midwest.
- -.Thar.a is, of course, a- simple
explanation to- this seeming
contradiction. The Downs track
has a loam surface whietlig 50
per cent sand. Obviously, a lot
of rain ore this type of surface
can create quite a mess. But a
completely
dry
surface
provides poor footing for the
horses, as anyone who has run

TIM

along a sandy beacll can testify.
Pangburn aid that, although
thistliPeatsurfneeisrlot•P f2'ci
as-tiln-60Y-sallaces used in the
more arid West, it is ideally
fiff_trgelis,411bi3litrt„ of
'A1110_
1
the country where it rains a
great deal, because the loamy
surface drains well.
The track dries so well, in
fact, that he said an inch of rain
could fall overnight and, With a

;UIRRAY. KENTUCKY
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,,,

proper amount of moiSture on
the track than helloes drying it
011t. since il_rains.finly _annul
,- .---daY This it arrompliched by _ two .out of every five days
• sealing" the track with a during the Derby season.
He said on a dry day he has to
4 .float," which-involves pulling
on
1 planks acing - the st.i' aere. to - ptii 90,000 gallons ofleibmpact it% .forcing the sand the '.track, roughly the
down and causing the water to equivalent of two-tenths of an
V
rise and run off.
inch of rain.
Pangburn, however., spetids
With all this effort, though,
more timety -to_ keep the Paniburn said he can "never
ilttle work, the track can be in
top shape by tie middle of the

get a track to suit ali the horsemen. The winner always likes
lt_but the others sometimes
make excuses if the/ lose andsometimes - blame it on -the
tract"
Reside& Caring ter Ahelratiri
Pangburn also is responsible for
the maintenance of the stable
area, and he supervises three
iireenhouseS- Where.over 50,000
plants are grown for the track's

gardens.This year's Derby will be the .
loth one for Pangburn since he
came
—te-Vruirallittowils in the
fall of 1962. It Will also be the
10th time in a tow he has not
seen the ached- race"I don't have time to watch
it," he explained,"but I usually
see the reruns on TV with the
other employes after the Derby
is over."
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BEEF•• REAL TENDERNESS FOR BEEF LOVERS

ARM ROAST

WUS1
920,000 'in
removing
Dam on 1
Leslie,]
was auth<
funds und

WIENERS

* FROZEN FOODS *

PRODUCE

LOUIS1
may well
Hospital
Associati
-Jack A:
the AHA,
'to ensure
been fora
Such ni
$2,000 a 3
cording t

*

RED POTATOES

STRAWBERRIES

3-lb. ba

MADIS

itarlhoni

TOMATOES
CABBAGE
FRESH SLAW,

12-oz.

19c

WASH
sunset
The V
nearly b
dock.
A spol
support
physicia

"New"
JELL-0

"New" MAX-PAX

COFFEE
4 Ring

approved
starting]
The "at
and requ
obtained;
return to
Them
the counc
from $5 ti
cycles. -

6 Pak Tray

Red & White

15-oz.

SOFT SWIRL

Bush

29'
Campbell's Chicken with Rice

Pride of III.
Cream Style

White or Yellow

•.*
e4
•.•
)
•••
3,44i
.4

PRICE
SALE
/
1
2
Reg. 79' Training

Pants 40'
Reg. 79' Pull-On Shirts 40`
Reg. 2 pr. 89'
11-Socks-v.,...-2/45`

AP*414:
:W.
A SAVE

Johnson's

15' WHEN

ro,ixo.e.•
YOU BUY A

1-LB. CAN

FOLGER'S COFFEE
SPECIAL PRICE
WITH THIS COUPON

t
Saniflush 35
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S .2 Rolls

49
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•
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44.
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•
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•
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Kentucky Roundup
-

FRANKFORT,Ky:(AP)-Most of the 125 familleiTorced otitOi
their homes by flooding in Kentucky's capital city would netts
ableia return until Way,nificials said.
The level of the Kentucky River dropped below 40 feet at noon
Tuesday, still nine feet above flood stage.
City schools were to remain closed today, and the outlook for
Franklin county schools was not certain. All schools have been
closed Monday and Tuesday.
Franklin County Fiscal Court has decided to ask the .governor
to request President Nixon to designate Franklin County a
disaster area, making it eligible for certain of aid.

Apollo. ..
(Ceediated katPdke 1)

the eariinikmoon is equal at
207 Lm. EST.
--When Apollo- 16 crossed this
invisible line, the moon won the
gravitational tug-of-war and the
spaceship's speed accelerated
after slowing from 24,500 to 1,600 miles an hour on the long
-outward - - jourfaxy-nm the
earth.
The!peed was to increase
shear
l',70Ortils.1rairthe astrti:
RAWITi5rtb, Ky. ( AP)-Seven buffalo from a private herd
flouts loop behind the moon and.
were killed Monday when thy escaped from a farm andpursuers
cttit of radio contact wittre
decided they had-gotten too far
home to be returned.
they were to fire the engine of
The animals belonged to drug store owners Jack and Hayward
the command ship Casper to
Spirits, who are brothers with a farm south of Beaver Dam. The
whip into lunar ortbit.
buffalo escaped during the weekend, and roamed about six miles
After a day of checkout,
to an area of strip mine spoil banks.
Young and Duke are to board
The buffalo were shot, taken to a slaughterhouse and dressed,
the lunar Ship Orion an Thursafter Jim H. Spinks,father of the brothers, and Judge Andy Funk
day and at 3:41 p.m. guide it to
trailed the animals and decided they couldn't return them to the
.alandingosia:mountain-tingedfarm.
plateau in the moon's southern
highlands.
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)-To get information for biologists to
The touchdown point Is near
use in determining lengths of future seasons and bag and .
the crater Descartes in the
possession limits, the Fish and Wildlife Resources Department
highest topographical area on
will conduct a survey__
the
front side of the moon.
.Thesurvey will involve phone calls to 3,000 households between
Young and Duke will be
April 25 and May 10 to find out if Shunter lives in them.
ninth and 10th Americans to exWhere the answer is affirmative, the woman caller will ask
plore the lunar surface.
- that a brief questionnaire be filled out.
They.are to spend a record 73
hours in a scientific quest for
s LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)—The city of Lexington has received a
evidence that volcanoes -long
change of venue in two Jessamine Circuit Court civil suits ligainst
ago seethed deep within the
the city for alleged pollution of West Hickman Creek.
moon and played a part in the
Judge Henry Clay Cox moved the cases to Lancaster in
convulsive formation before it
Garrard' County after Lexington Corporation Counsel George
became a relatively dead...plan-et somefour billion years ago:
jury impossible.During the seven-hour surTwo Jessamine grand *ries have indicted Lexington on
face
excursions they will drive
charges that overflow from an incompleted sewage treatment
a moon buggy a total of about
plant on the creek have polluted Jessamine waters.
15 Mlles in search for Volcanic
evidence.
LOUISVILLE, Ky:(AP)-Jefferson County plans to apply for
The three eiplorations, parts
$26,000 hi federal funds to cover the county's share of the cost of
of which will be televised live
removing liquid chlorine from a barge wedged in the McAlpine
by
the three major television
Dam on the Ohio River.
networks,are to start Thursday
Leslie J. Barr,the federal programs coordinator for the county,
at 7:19 p.m., Friday at 5;44
was authorized Tuesday by Jefferson Fiscal Court to apply for the
p.m. and Saturday at 5:19 p.m.
funds under the federal Disaster Relief act.
Young and Duke staged a
dress
rehearsal. Tuesday night
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP )-So-called "catastrophe insurance"
for Thursday's entry to the lumay well precede national health care,an officer of the American
Hospital Association told members of the Kentucky Hospital Aar module_ They donned their
moon-walking suits and transAssociation Tuesday.
through:IL _tonneLfrorn
Jack A:L. Hahn ofImlaoapotis, immediate past president-ofad-slip into-Orienthe AHA,said some national leaders are pushing for legislationDuring the practice, Duke re'to ensure that persons don't end up in poverty because they have
ported a little trouble fitting his
been forced to pay large unexpected medical bills.
6-foot frame into his bulky suit.
Such national insurance, Hahn said, might cover all bills over
Young, acting as Duke's va$2,000 a year, for instance, or cover a percentage of costs aclet, had trouble with a zipper.
cording to personal income.
"John had a difficult time
AP)-Followinj a two-day "sickout"
MADISONVILLE
the tPRer-ChSelit"
1/e3flikinlh b9c7-ein yes:IM 15radVamVille- City Council-MS
e. "He zipped it up the
approved pay raises of 5.5 per cent for 165 municipal employes,
front first so the back zipper
starting May 1.
would line up better, and got it
pdemands
ay
The "sick-our' came after the Connell rejected -'
closed.
and requests for new fringe benefits, and ended when the city
The suit felt like I had
obtained a temporary restraining order directing the employes to
grown an inch or two. Would it
return to work.
be possible for us to let the legs
The increase was approved for'policemenand firemen after
out on the suit a half inch or an
the council boosted the city's motor vehicle sticker fee last week
inch?" he-asked.
from to
for cars and trucks and from Silo $10 for motor-

People In The News
WASHINGTON(A.)-President Nixon took a two-hour solitary
sunset cruiseon thePotomac aboard the yachtSequoia.
The White House announced the President's outing Tuesday
nearly half an hour after he had departed from an undisclosed
dock.
A spokesman Said Nixon Was alone except for the "normal
support staff" such as Secret Service agents and, presumably, a
physician.
SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (AP)-Former President Lyndon B.
Johnson's heart condition has not been compounded by a brief
burst of rapid heart beats, according to a specialist.
Dr. J. Willies Hurst, Johnson's personal heart specialist, said
Tuesday that the former president "feels quite good" and was
•'up and around."
Recuperating from a major heart attack suffered nearly two
weeks ago, Johnson had a brief heart rhythm problem Monday,
but it quickly subsided.
Johnson is confined to the Army's Brooke General Hospital.
LONDON ( AP)-Laurence Olivier will be replaced as director
of Britain's National Theater when the company moves to its new
site in 1974.
The board of directors said Tuesday that Peter Hall, former
managing',Bream of the Royal-Shakespeare Company, will join
National Theater next year with the title of director-designate.
The board recommended that Lord Olivier be named bowery
life president of the National.Theater.
The board said it expected Olivier to continue acting with the
company after his retirement as director.,
TOKYO( AP)-Sens. Mike Mandield,D-Mont.,and Hugh Scott,
R-Pa., have arrived in Peking for a three-week visit to China,
according to a Peking radio broadcast.
Mandl*, the Senate majority leader, and Scott, the Senate
Republican-leadet, were accompanied on their arrival Tuesday
by their wives and a party of other persons.
The New China News Agency, in a broadcast monitored in
Tokyo, said the senators flew into the Chinese capital from
Shanghai.
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House Speaker Responds To
GOP Redistricting Charges

C 44111V
Catinued From
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FOR RENT --_ZOLJUNT
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
cottage near Kirk.ley. Electric apartment, close to campus.
heat, shower and tub bath, large Phone 753-6564 for further inTFC
utility room. A nice place to live formation.
at a reasonable price. Available
A24C DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five roona:-----May 1. Phone 489-2405..
' and bath,- central heat and air,
THREE
BEDROOM, two carpet throughout, extra laige
bathroom, fully carpeted ranch, master bedroom, range. Days
1626 Hamilton. Available to phone 753-3641L,or 753-6202 after qualified. person. Interested- in .5:00p rrk
managing lower level which will
house 12 college students. Rent AVAILABLE MAY 15th. Two
negotiable. Write Mrs. Joe bedroom apartment, central air
Benson, 1206 Belleforte, Oak conditioning. Wall to wall carpet..
Park, Ill. 60302 or phone(312) 383- Best location. Phone 753May 100
May9C 4331.
9264.

sion, told the legislature to try portedly mistaken data could
in in 1972 and a new redist- have an impact on the Demomonth:ct was passed last cratic county conventions
scheduled April.29.
Boggs,laid the population tocould
tals useTin both sessions are
tk--imPlie'llt
giv tinto the forces
completely false and could due representation
.saecaset,,arrived_at-only by a. of Maine Sen. Edmund Muskie,
whom--ford favtwa -fer the
fraild."
PrOceis
Democratic presidential normBlume said:
--ln the 1971 special sessiori'"'
Asked for comment on
he was shown a copy of the
reapportionment plan for Jef- Blume's reply that he was late
ferson County which Boggs had in raising the population quesworked out, -so Mr. Boggs was tion, Boggs said it was not until
familiar with the census figures the last session that Republicans heard rumors all was not
available at (that) time,"
-The eventual plan for the right in the redistricting data.
UNIVERSITY _MEN;_the lower -THREE- ROOM
county was arranged with thelevel of an apartment building door 'from campus. Coupite
full cooperation of the Jefferson . a
' •
will be available 'to 12 students Preferred..:Available May titt!„,::
delegation, including ftepublibeghmttig 'or =tuner sesston.' For information phone 753"ant. $40.00 per student, includes air 3264.
-Each House member cheekconditioning, heat, 'water, •
ed his figures and the two parties were in agreement on the
The SCEC of Murray State e ec rid y, kitchen facilities, FURNISHED ONE bedroom
plan.
University Will offer a summer private entrance and, parking. apartment, air conditioned, one
If rented to a
-When the new reapportion- scholarship for study In the field 1626% Hamilton.
Mock from _campus. _Couples or
ment version was drawn up a of mental retardation again this club, president or manager,--rent
singles only. Available May 1st.
will
be
negOriblePhone
Mr.
few monthsago, RoSga- was-an-4--year. All-members-of-the SCEC
Also new hi° bedroomT
aide to 110Use Minority Leader are eligible to try for the Alexander,753-3827 in P:m. for an duplex, central heal Bad *
appointment,
or
contact
Mrs.
'Joe
Harold DeMarctia,Rarutford.
scholarship.
conditioned, carpeted. Available
"If Mr. Boggs or the RepubliForms may be obtained in Beason, 1206 Belleforte, Oak May 12. Phone 753-9135 or 7$9,
Park,
Ill.
60302,
or
phone
(
312)
can Party were aware of any Room 654 of the Education
TFC
May9C 4478.
Murray
State 383-9264 in p.m.
discrepancy in the redistricting Building,
-1„..........-,131atttlieg-should.lumsoalled.it-r.Unisert16-.
and
,
t“
A1 A
- IL ESTATE FOR SALE
a
to The attention or the TegislaTTSVA
rue returned by April 25 tb ItP3
bedroom apartment. air _ conlure during the 1972 session," Mrs. Billie Downing's office in
(Costumed tress Page1)
Blume said.
ENJOY THE Summer in this ditioned. Part of utilities fur, the Education Building.
streams near the homes of
beautiful air conditioned three nished. Adjacent to University
The speaker said neither
students will be mapped and a Gov. Wendell Ford nor U.Gov.
bedroom ranch in Gatesboro campus. Next to White Hall.
discussion' on how county Julian Carroll, both Democrats,
Estates. Central heat and air, 185.00 per month. Couples only.
Al9C
citizens can dispose of their were -involved with the comthree large bedrooms, two full. Phone 753-3805.
(Contimied from Page 1)
refuse will be held.
baths, large kitchen with eat in
mittees working on the redistNew Concord-A general ricting plan.
evening. In his Opening area, den, formal living and
,clean-up of the school -and
Boggs has challenged Ford to remarks, he pointed out that all" dining room, carpeting, electric
-grounds will be held. Reports on verify the population figures
was "in ig state of garage door, dishwasher and
home projects concerning used for the current reappor- 6011
A21C
cordusion" at this disposal. Phone 753-8743.
Earth Week will be made and tionment aet. Ford has with- time. He said that the indecision
poster oo pollution and clean held comment so far.
on the part of the stalk-Ind BY OWNER: Three bedroom,
environment will be placed in
The Republicans chrge spe- federal governments on en- large family room, living room,
the halls.'
cifically that 18 of Jefferson' vironmental . controls was kitchen-dining room, 13
/
4 baths,
Kirksey-Each class has
county's 21 House districts had costing industry millions of utility room,carport,two storage
project to- be-eaceiedus pupulatiun totals, one dollars. He said In the
WESTERN AUTO,
-eaffiftett;
u .1 rigs,
eta-during one elass period era as high rDr 50-fier
-eetit-Off-The
Company, of which central heat and air. Phone 753Home of
short - period_ each day. The mark.
he is general manager of the 9658
'TEC
projects range from bulletin
Boggs also indicated the pur- Murray division, the state has
The Wishme
boards to cleaning around the
approved plans for a water TWO WATERFRONT lots, at
school.
control system to cost about a Panorama Shores. For further
Faxon-A general cleaning of
half-million dollars and is to be information phone 436NICE TWO 'bedroom mobile
the school and grounds. Each
completed in approximately 2289.
A24NC home, all electric, 211 miles
from
Page
1)
(Continued
class has been assigned a
specut tfttty:
considering
congress
is
house, unfurnished, two miles
Mrs. Ann Flood, Director of
Calloway High-Each class
WANT TO BUY
legislation -that would make the
South on 641. Phone 753-4645 after'
will discuss ways of promoting Food Services at Murray new system obsolete before it
4.80p.m.
A19C
Earth Week and will be Calloway County,Hospital who wa is completed. Haverstock
assigned certain areas of the will discuss Diets; Mrs. Nancy further said that industry was in NEEDED
NICE 3 bedroom FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
campus to clean. The hor- Cost, R.N., Diabetes Instructor favor of environmental con- house within city for $18,500 or living room, kitchen, bathroom,
ticulture and agriculture at Jennie Stuart Hospital in trols, but that indecision is the less. Buyer has the money. John with shower and bath. One or two
Randolph Realty de Auction Co. bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartclasses will be involved in Hopkinsville who will present chief problem.
A22C ments,South 16th Street. Phone_ _
753-8382.
campus beautification. The the hospital's teaching program
Robert Moyer, 1972 president.
"Crean
Teens"
Make for patients:
welcomed the membership and
753-6609.
A21C
or '-tr e
TO
BUY
Girl's
WANT
bicycle,
overcame two spacecraft prob- cleaning up the earth and at- shown. Exhibitors will be Eli
coming year. He said that the 26" in good condition.
Phone 753- 12'x60" MOBILE HOME, comlems.
and Lilly and 11p John Phar- chamber
mosphere. Reports
if. -progressing 6030 after 5:00 p.m:
TFNC pletely furnished, carpet, washer.
Companies.
maceutical
remarks
will
be
made
during
rapidly,
but
that
much
is
needed
Officials said an errant elecand dryer, air conditioned,
Mrs. Nadine Turner, Director
homeroom
period
each
morto be done.
trical surge confused a spacelocated on shady lot, on Highway
of Nursing at Murray Calloway
ning.
Leonard Vaughn,chairman of WANT TO BUY speed bicycle. 280, one mile off 94 East, three
ship Computer early Tuesday
County Hospital and program
TFNt
Rome
767-2655.
townlift"
the "operation
and caused it to send commiles from Murray. Phone 753chairman, said that the Conthe
committee, outlined
mands which locked the guidA24C
ference is opened to all
5038.
progress of the county-wide WANT TO BUY good old tractor,
ance system. This, - in effect
registered and licensed pracgroup and said that all of the preferrably Allis Chalmers,
wiped out the basic reference
tical nurses in the community.
evaluation tests prepared by the consider others. Phone 753needed by the spacecraft to loTWO ROOM aPartment, newly
There is no registration fee.
TVA had completed. He 5048.
decorated, wall to wall carpeting,
cate and steer itself in space.
A20C
Registration begins at 8:00
predicted that another countyMission Control quickly'took
living and bedroom 'combined .
a.m. The meeting will be over
Phone 753wide meeting would be held
care of the problem by coding
WANT TO BUY March 17 copies and large kitchen.
approximately at 3:00 p.m.
A21NC
very soon.
information into the computer.
4871.
bring
Please
of Ledger & Times.
Two thefts from dormitory
Dr. Kopperud, chairman of
by office, 103 North..41.11Street. No
Later, Mission Control dis- rooms at Hart Hall, Murray
the Highway Committee, said
TFNC UPSTAIRS THREE room furphone calls please.
covered that a radio antenna on State University, were reported
that the design for U. S. 641 and
the command ship Casper was to the Murray Police Depart
nished apartment, private bath
Main Street widening had been
not switching on when coni- ment on Tuesday at four p.m.
and entrance. Available April 34.
approved. He said that both
LOST & FOUND
minded to do so. The problem
Phone 753-3718 or 753-5351. A24P
projects were on schedule and
Larry Crider of Kevil Route
was corrected after the astroright-of-way for the LOST: CAT, black and white,
buying
of
Two traffic collisions were
nauts changed switch settings.
One said a Yashica camera
highway could start this year, four months old male. Lost near FULLY FURNISHED apartEarlier in the mission the valued at $165.00, a Kodak investigated by the Murray
but he predicted that it would Fairlane Drive. Phone 753ment, couple preferred.: Isom
spacemen had reported paint camera valued at $19.95, pair of Police Department on Tuesday.
take about three years "to 1345.
A2OP per month, rent and utilities. 1641
flaking off the lunar_ landing grey pants and pair of tan pants No injuries were listed on the
complete the project.
Miller Ave.,-753-1775,
A24C
craft and that one of 12 latches 31-30, valued at $18.00 each, and reports filed by the officers.
Col. Tom Brown, member of LOST GREEN jacket with Jr
Cars involved in the collision
connecting the command and two rolls of film valued at $1.50
the tourist committee, reported Girl Scout badges.Phone 753-3992
a 1965
lunar modules had not fastened were stolen from his room at at 7:06 a.m. were
Treat rugs right and
the tourist business for the after 5:00 p.-m.
on
1T('
6
properly.
Hirt Hall between 5:30 and 6:30 -Chevrolet two door sedan owned
they'll he a delight
and urged that more effort
area
by Michael Manning and driven
None of these problems posed p.m. on Monday.
II cleaned with
enlarge
the
.to.
be made
any danger-to the astronauts,
Stolen from the room at Hart -by Carolyn Murdock- lilenning
business.
LUSTRE
81.UF:
Hall of Gregoy Mills of
of Murray Route Seven, and a
In his business-industry
Rent electric
Owensboro were a Browning 1964 Oldsmobile four door
report, James L. Johnson,
shampooer $1.
hunting bow, 40 pounds, valued sedan driven by Cleveland
executive secretary, reported
at $52.00, four arrows valued at Francis Foy of Lynn Grove.
HOME
MURRAY
in spite of problems of
Police said Foy,going west on that
$12.00, one quiver valued at
AUTO
&
inner-city deterioration
Main Street,.had stopped for
13.00, and a yellow gold watch
was exceptionally
business
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (A?)' Mills
said
the
$160.00.
traffic
Manning,
valued
at
when
Mrs.
Chief of Police James Brown
1971
with sales in. ex- Two receivers were appointed CLEAN TWO bedroom mobile good
for
rendered the following report theft occurred between 5:10 and also going west, was unable to cess of $53 million. He predicted
conditioned,
Tuesday for the Prudential and home, private, air
stop in time ID avoid hitting the
for citations issued from March 7:30 p.m. on Monday.
excess of $57 million flr American building and loan as- has storage building. $65.00 per
sales
in
The police reports said both Foy car in the rear.
17 through April 6.
1972. He s stated that industrial sociations, to replace state em- month Also unfurnished two
rooms were not locked at the
Damage to the Chevrolet wasexpansion
and new locations of ployes acting as temporary re- bedroom apartment. Phone 481)DWI 7, Petty larceny 2, time of the thefts.
on the front end and to 'the
A20C
2595. ,
was
facipg.a difficult ceivers.
industry
flourishing a deadly weapon 1,
Darrell Parrish of Murray Oldsmobile on the rear end.
cost
of
-to
the-Iiieh
time-due
The
Iwo
bUildfng
and
frian
asreckless driving 17, disorderly Route Five reported the theft of
Involved the collision at four
conduct 2, no operator's license a pistol from his trailer home p.m. were a 1966 Mustang two money, the extreme costs of sociations were placed in re- STUDENTS SUMMER only, 4
3, improper registration 6, between seven and nine p.m. on door driven by John David environmental protection and ceivership by the state April 3. . bedroom house, furnis,-ied near
the shortage-of natural gas.
Jefferson Circuit Judge University. Phone 753-3895 or 753disregarding stop sign 4, Sunday to the Murray Police Gardner of 312 South
15th
He said the chamber was now McCauley Smith named Arthur :482.
A21C
passing in no passing zone 1, Department on Tuesday at 4:10 Street, Murray, and a 1971
working with eight industrial Brown receiver for Etrudentill
Salaam
concealed deadly weapoll 1, p.m,
Buick two door driven by Vanda
prospects, but 'that the gas and Lisle Baker rivet
fleeing police-officer 2, no cycle
HORSE TRAIIERS for rent or
Parrish said it was a 22 cal. Jean Gibson of 1637 Olive
shortage was creating a terrific American.
license endorsement ,1, un- Armca 65, Ps inch bbl, seven Street, Murray.
sale at 641 Super Shell. Murray,
problem----He
: said that. the
Five directors oflAmerican Kentucky. Phone Max at 753- necessary noise 2, no state shot, nickel plated,
pearl
Police said Gardner, going
gradually sought to intervene in the case,
was
. rlt
inspection sticker 1, public handle, with front sight broken, west on Chestnut, had stopped problem
covering
the
nation.
contending that American is
13,
drunkenness 8, speeding
according to the police report., for the traffic light at 15th
H.E.Chrisman, members* solvent and should be removed_ SrUDENTS.SUMMER only,
- two
disregarding stop light 1.
Street. Miss Gibson, also going
chairman, said that the from receivership. TREATED AT HOSPITAL
bedrom 1.2'x50* trailer, air conwest, failed to see the ,Gardner
He reported twetity accidents
-The director; have suggested ditiontd. Near University. Phone
John 'Gardner, age 18; of 312 car stopped due to the glaring chamber ,had just secured 69
and twelve breaking and enA21C
South 15th Street, Murray, was sun, and collided with the rear neer members, bringing the that the court name a con- 753-3895 or 753341)2.
tering reports:
'total to 270, the highest in servator rather than a receiver
treated for an injury of the neck of the Mustang.
history. He pointed out that nine to manage the association. A EXTRA. NICE three- bedroom
Ot-the 73 Citations issued the at 5:10- p.m. Tuesday at the
Damage to the, Gardner car
eourt of 'City Judge Donald emergency rooni of the Murray- was on th_e_trock,regriumper. members had been lost in the receiver would be able to seek house.. newly decorated at' 1305
6 r •.
the-u`15Whey --dfspo-ied of tgeiii as -Calloway -Counti ITOSP-Itat
by. Only 1113111111-per
and lower deck panel, and to
ciation, while a conservator Phone 43-5809-:
.follows: 56 as charged and 17 was reported injured in an the Gibson car on the hood- and and deaths. He introduced the
A21('
'
new members to the gathering
could not.
dismitsed.
automobile accident
grill.
FRANKFORT, Ky, ( AP)
House Speaker Norbert Blume
said Tuesday the Republicans
never raised any question about
the legislative redistricting census figures which they now con,tend were false on a wide
_
ale.
- The Louisville DnsicTsTail
In a statement he will ask the
illative Research Commission to recheck the census figures.
But he said he feels it is "inconceivable" that the variations alleged by GOP spokesmen really exist or that they
took more than a year to
arth.
Blume') answer. was the first
detailed reply from ft,Democrats to Danny Boggs, a former
aide to past GOP Gov. Louie B.
Nunn, who charged_ in a news
conference Monday there was
"massive fraud" in reapportionment.
The General Assembly met in
special session a year ago to
reshuffle ,the State Senate and.
100 House districts, based on
the 1970 federal census.
The courts voided that ver-
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Instant
Maxwell House

U.S. NO. 1 RED

MORTON

CREAM PIES

COFFEE si

14-oz.

10-oz. jar
(with coupon below)

Plain or Self-Rising

TEXAS RUBTRED

FROSTY ACRES

GREEN PEAS

494p

5-lb. bag

Dear Father Lester:
Even if conclusive evidence
against a criminaLis gotten ii-.
legally, i.e., without a search
warrant, it is still ruled inadmissible by judges. I don't understand. Why free a criminal
for someone else's law violation? Why not convict the criminal on the evidence and punish
the person responsible for having gotten it illegally?
Mark P.
Dear Mark:
Your line of thinking seems
quite correct.
The defendant should be
judged on the facts, not on the
court's method of obtaining the
facts. As long as the procedural
error ifl gathering the facts did
not change their reliability, the
fade shattld be admissible in
.court. Yet the person responsible for the illegal procedure
should himself be brought to
justice ao that sanctions are _
for laws and the imocent

UI
PART OF EVERY MEAL

Your
Choice1

13AMA:

man?

24 oz
MoiTot-

\

NO* Park

MEAT DINNERS

BISCUITS
5 Count
-

Imitation

PEANUT
BUTTER

ORANGE JUICE

8

2 lb.
/
Lge. 21

Dear Father Laster:
With all the smoking bullabaIfo, my conscience after 41
years of puffing still doesm't te
me to stop. Should it?
AN.G.
Dear All:
You are free to keep smoking
unless it is causing injury. to
your health and there is no proportionate reason for risking
the injury.

12-oz. can

39' LEMONS

39c

in Poly Bag

Fireside

Nine Lives
Colonial

1 doz.

Fig Bars

CAT FOOD

-CO A-001.
RC COLA
1/PEPSI COLA

2-lb. pkg.

394

Dear Father Lester:
There are four students that I
kncw of in my chemistry class
alone who are receiving .food
MEMOS.However,none-of-than
needs the stamps. They're all
getting plenty of money from
. their parents.
Even though they technicalb•, somehow or other, qualify
for the stamps, should they in
justice accept them?

PARKER'S MARKET
Family

SCOTT TISSUE
$ 00
.
i.•CeortM

Ninny ..m.uu

ramify Scott
mit coupon
Good Only at Patter's
Limit: 1 per customer
Offer Expires 4/26/72

With Sugar and Lemon
with bottles or deposit

DOWNY
Fabric Softener

Starkist
Light
Chunk

Yellow
Solid

(with coupon
4:
below)

Margarine

15L2 oz can 10t
4-4

Dear A.M.:
As long as the students truly
qualify for the handout, they,
like rich men who qualify for
but do not need Social Security
benefits, can accept whet the
-system offers. The altruism of
their own advantage
for that of the corrinfunW
'praiseworthy and to be hoped
for,but it is not a moral necessity.
The government on its part,
however, has an obligation to
see that its welfare money is
not spent foolishly on the undeserving.

•-•

•—•

+HI

111.•

*AI

0.4 ••••• 41-.410

64 fl. oz. bottle
pound
wilh this coupon
WITHOUT $119
COUPON_

Parker's

6,
--GOOD THRU 4/2
GOOD AT_
Limit one coupon per family Gov I regulations /01y Cash Salhe 1.20 or one cent,

U.S. Gov't Inspected

Parker's Market Coupon

Whole Only

r11111111111111111V
4111'111
7_5 ThisCouponWorth2o4OFF

lb.

the REGULAR PR/CE
Lean, Tender

Tender, Boneless

Lean, Meaty Port

Pork Steak Pork Cutlets Spare Ribs
lb

69;

lb

59;

--- I

L&M ICE TEA MIX - 20 oi. JAR
with Sugar and Lemon

Hyde Park

;

59

Ii

SALAD DRESSING

.

liiiiii iii 11111Expires 4/26/72

ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • Offer

Flavorite Brand

Sliced Bacon

Qt- 43'

1-1b. pkg.

Armour

Bryan

All-Meat

Canned

Wieners

Hams
3 lb can $289

Parker's Market Coupon

wino \ I

WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A 10-oz. Jar of

Bush's
Pot

lNSTAT
MAXWELL

BAKED BEANS

INSECOFFEE

AT

lb . can
L._

_ _

Parker's Mkt

4
10-0Z. JAR ONLY $139 CT:M
_ O_NE_CO_UP_ON_PlyAM_ILY •'Offer Expires 4/26/72

IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY...YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE!"
L.:coed-in Downtown
Shopping Center
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days-A %Nook

tioxvisu
House
,

Shop
Where You
Can
Save

Dear Father Lester:
A panel of federal judges recently voided Florida's voter
residency requiresnents — a
year in the state and six months
in the county.
Like other states, Florida has
had the requirement to help
make sure the voters have a
personal interest in the election
outcome and thus will take care
to vote wisely. But the judges
thought the requirements
didn't treat the newly arrived
people on an equality with the
established residents but deprived them of their voting
rights.
Which side is correct?
Mrs. R.T.
Dear Mrs. RI.:
Residency requirements assure. among other things, that
the voter has had an opportunity to become acquainted with
the election issues and that he
probably views the outcome as
affecting very tangibly the
well-being of himself, family
and friends arid therefore
would not be inclined to vote on
a thoughtless impulse or to follow the lead of a demagogue.
Such assurances are nece
for intelligent voting, andt2
4
ligent voting is necessary for
good government.
Everyone has an equal, basic
right to participate in governing his community. But the use
of that right is not unconditional. For an obvious example,
the insane and children are riot
allowed to vote. So, too, residency requirements can legitimately condition the- exercise
of the voting right.
The lowering of reasonable
voter qualifications diminishes
the quality °Me electorate and
causes a democracy to deteriorate into mobocracy. (In my
opinion, the arterial • fettricStates represented democracy
at its healthiest.)
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Free
itty
i?

•

ATTENTION AGAIN

ESTER
Servke

- -WI
lye evidence

County and City Taxpayers

sut a search
IruledinadI. I don't tine a criminal
's law violaAct the crimre and punish
sible for hayally?
Mark P.

nking seems

The interested citizens group will have a meeting about the control
of your right to hold and dispose of property four miles outside

should be
Is, not on the
obtaining the
se procedural
the facts did
eliability, the
samnisIble in
W2011 responal procedure
e brought to
auctions_ are
the innocent

the city limits. This meeting will be held

ter:
sking hullabance after 41
111 doesn't ten
Id it?

at the

keep making
Ing iniurY, to
sere is no pron for risking

Calloway County Courthouse

ter:
students that I
kemiutry_class
eceiving food
,none of-thern
s. They're all
money from

hey technicalother, qualify
should they in
em?

n ay, pri

r-eystem.
A.M.

students truly
sandout, they,
ho qualify for
;oda' Security
cept what the
he altruisn of
wn advantag_e
corrununity is
d to be hoped
I moral neces-

nt on its part,
obligation to
tare money is
Lyon the wide-

ter:
.ral judges relorida's voter
^assents — a
ind six months
m, Florida has
ment to help
voters have a
in the election
will take care
tut the judges
requirements
newly arrived
lathy with the
dents but detheir voting

We urge you to attend and bring your friends and neighbors. We feel that the
city should not attempt to control and regulate the property of people who
live in the county. With your support we feel that we can persuade the City
Government to repeal this four mile extension into county property.

Both

residents of the city and county who are interested are urged to attend this

correct?
Mrs. R.T.
luirements aser things, that
i an opportuni"quainted with
es and that he
he outcome as
tangibly the
irnself, family
nd therefore
lined to vote an
pulse or to foie demagogue.
ilijr
4,7nct7=t4
necessary for
It.
an equal, basic
'ate in governty. But the use
not uncondivious example,
hildren are not
. So, too, resients can legitin the exercise
/h t.
of reasonable
ons diminishes
electorate and
racy to detericracy../ In my
led democracy

4

meeting.

I, the undersigned, oppose the city controlling

Please Tear Out This Petition
and Mail to:

property in the county.

Marshall Gordon

Howard Brandon
Signed

701 S. 12th Street

Address
• Murray, Ky.:12071

or

Doran Road
Murray, Ky. 42071

Petitions• Will Also Be Available At The iteeting_AtThe_Courthouse
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By GI 1 4.G(M)DINE
T1
Okla. tEPI I -- "He niaires-the minds of bars
and town. trying. to be . a
hillbilly star . .
---ThOse—ale—die-Tyrics of a
country music song depicting
the frustrating life 'of the
entertainer not lucky enough
m have "hit the. big-time." work all night. if
•
4111 treat him right, and buy
biro 4 beer or two. ,4-) let the
Hooky Took Stardust Cowboy
sing for %oil."
YettPet theitreanw-of the th(nisands of is mid-be

stars striving to make it big. Si) Kan.. when asked if that
often falling short, but never statement_ was true. "You
- could really call that statement
giving Up the drrant.
"Sometimes in his Mind a the bitter-sweet truth.
dream unwinds, where he's
"It's hard to-areept-the feet
railed to far& .TTHi,biit life
goes on and you'll find him you may be consigned to
home, with a dream that mediocrity, and to me it's
Impossible. I will not accept
turned out wrong . . .
That song-lsaurirbv a roan' that- But there are so many
about male entertainers. But it great singers in this country —
could be by a girl about the if only someone would 'find'
hundreds of femalr en- them.
Hope
tertainers who work as hard
and have the same dream.
Miss Coffman has seen
sald 'Many- "striVilig — singersJeannie C.offman of Wichita, "discovered" by big name

WEDNESDAY—APRIL 19, 1972

TIMES— NILBR(1Y, KENTUCKY

THE -4/EOGER

entertainers, and is still hoping
it will happen to her. The 2 year-old native Kansan has
in the entertainment
_business two years.. has logged
70,000 miles and played in a
dozen states.
"Some of the big sntertainers hme_talked=to me
about going to Nashville
tTenn.1, but I just haven't had
the nerve to make the move
yet:* she said.
Miss Coffman. managed by
Promotion-New.
Tulsa, said her average out-of-

Another Kind Of Flood
town Stay was about two
. months.
„rmsspui.A, Mont. AP —
n home as Often as
• 'I
postale in lagt-J..probahly .Sundas__ wasn't the day for
sleeping late at the Mike Pic:Tend a good portion of what I
chionni home.
make on phone calls. I really
miss being-home, taking care
Shnrtly -after lt a.m. a frantic
.if a house. cooking meals, call summoned firemen and
being a mother, but shit, this is
neighbors to his home.
the was I make-nty-tiving andA fire truck, . specially.
a good way.
equipped with- a vacuum hose
"Were not the fast-living,
and used mostly to contbal
party -loving kincif
pfr ,--grass-fires-, rolled up to his bedthat we are often made out to
room window, and firemen and
be. "Essentially. I think, most
friends pitched in to their task.
..f us are in this business
- A waterberlhad burst and the
because we love to -make
vacuum hose was needed to
people laugh and be,happy.
. "ill -Guars......thet—mwmai
ouLtbo-flooded-Ricchninni_
helps, but it certainly isn't all.
bedroom.

Open From 8 a.m. Till
Midnight-7 Days a Week

NI
OMB

. Th(

Haw
_ doe-sx
siona

•
•
•
Join i
your
Air F.

YOU ALWAYS BUY THE BEST FOR LESS

For Your Shopping Convenience

WE GIVE S&H GREEN STAMPS DOUBLE ALL DAY TUES. & WEDNESDAY
U.S. Gov't Food Stamps Gladly Redeemed

ATTENTIO
water bank g
Phone 753-5
Bogard 163
Delivered an
Murray.

Southside Shopping Center

— We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities—

6
Ketchup ,40,Bot29' Peaches
BACON
PUREX SAbristNES PK. ROAST FRYERS
Liberty

SACRAMENTO

HEINZ

Rindless
Tray Pack

2$
/
No 21

MisC3T1

Available

Gov't Insp.

Boston Butt5

2 Gal.
1
/

Hid

Pound
Box

HIGHWAY 6
and supplies,
Toy Poodle
Cockers, Esk
North of M
phone 753-186
^
24C

Farrtili Pack

(with coupon) _
5 to 7 Pound
Avg.

LEO

SOLID

TUNA"Monte

lb.

BACON

cans

Chickasaw

pound

JOWLS

49 0
4;

— oked lb.
Sliced, Srn

49

N.CHOPS

BISCUITS
Southern Belle

Ballard

(Butt-Por.-65' lb.)

Gerber's
Strained
4%-oz. Jar

Adams
ORANGEFrozen

i
iihXe Smoked
W

Pound

nJUICE
Reelfoot

White Russets

LARD
Richtex
SHORTENING
Miss Liberty
ICE MILK

4 -lb.

3 -1b. can
gal

Mouthwash

qt

20-lb. Bag
Crisco

Morton
kUIT PIESFRESH

48-oz. bot.

OIL

Peach
Apple
Cherry

14,1

FLOUR 5 29'
'

with this coupon and 15.00 additional or more,
tobb. and dairy prod. exe.
'Void After April 25, 1972'

OOD..ONLY._ AT LIBERTY

.tehrg.

t.4.1

•_

69'
69'
43'
69'

Sliced

PORK tIVER
Sliced
BEEF LIVER
Old Fashioned

HOOP CHEESE
B
FRYERS
PICNIC

Full Pound Loaf

$119

1/4 Sliced

20 oz

Gr.Onions

* LIBERTY COUPON *
fef, Light Crust
im
ibi

ctn

29;PORK LOIN
ELLO
CELLO

Center &
Mixed Cuts

59;

pound
pound
pound
pound
pound

39'
49'
89'
69'
69'

59;
•

Radishes bag10' Cacriots
6

* LIBERTY COUPON *

SAVE 45/

.with this coupon on the purchase of one
10-oz. jar of
No Other Purchase Necessary
Number 24463
Void After Apfr1.25, 197j.._ .

NESCAFE COFFEE

with coupon and 15.00 additional ptilthase•
• tobb. and dairy prod. exc.
•

New

HOUSE ANT
Shine at 1103
and 22, Fri(
10:00 a.m. ti
piano, anti
condition, $7
brown sectim
to match,$75
mattress an
Guitar, $20.84
photo devel
Barber set, $
clothes and
items. If int
6342 or 753-18:

Shank Portion

BABY FOOD

2
1
/

First Cut

Tender Smoked
8-oz. Can

Wednesd
Friday - 1

, Void After APO 25, 1972

GOOD ONLY AT LIBERTY
; 4.40Ayei

50 S&H Stamps 50
with this coupon and purchase of

2-Heads of Lettuce
Void After April 25,- 1972

FACTORY
cutron Ser
jewelry. repai
113 South 4th

lim

HEL

TRUCK DRI
Semi) Ever]
necessary. C
MO PAY arta
local and ovi
For applicat
from 9 A.M.
Nation Wide
New Circle
Lexington, Ki

WANTED
foreman for
Must know
assume res
collect 502Shik Compai

IIAMEDIAT'
Cooks, waitt
Phone 751-671

WANTED SC
garden at
Phone 753-251

IL 19, 1972
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Call
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Call
753-1916

••••,

753-1916

SERVICES OFFERED

NOTICE

Air-Force-is for Nurses
who want to goplaces.
Hawaii, Japan, Europe and the U.S. Going plates
-niefen-41-ay(4-It als., ',leans
sional advancement, with such benefits as: prates=
•great working conditions and challenging
work
• good pay with frequent increases
•recognition and the chance for promotion
•advanced training with wonderful people •
Join-the Air-Force-Nurse Co,ps and-help care for
your,country while you go places. Contact your
Air Force Recruiter. Call

--t-prAND-- tuning-repair-rebuilding
I Prompt expert service. 15 years
experience. Ben. W. Dyer,
Mayfield, Kentucky, phone 2478072.
Apri126C
WILL MOW lawns, now and all
summer. Phone 753-8550 after
May3C
6:00p.m.
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569,
354-8138, or 354-8161 after 6:00
p.m.

502442-2426

ATTEW1TON: WHITE Coldwater bank gravel,$6.00 per load.
Phone -7534343 or see Rude
-Avenue.
_
Delivered anywhere in
Murray.
A19C

HOMELITE SAWS
Waldrop S4w &
Lock Shop
207 S. 7th

I.

* IN, PERSON *

"SONNY-TAM-ES

FOR ALL your home additions.
alterations, remodeling, etc.
Free Estimates:Phone753=TFC
6123.
INTERIOR, EXTERIOR
painting; any size job. All work
guaranteed. Use first quality
palerPNW-TFC
Todd,753-8495..

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Another View

FURNITURE REFINISHING,
work guaranteed. Free pick
I up and delivery. Free estimate.
' Antique or natural finish. Jerry
1 McCoy,753-3045.
April 20C

SSgt. BOW E. HATFIELD

Spring Spectat
SENSATIONAL

1

PONTOON: 281t. x 13 It. Fiberglass canopy top with side
curtains Torginol top picnic table. 100 H.P. Johnson_
motor with electric starter. Leatherette foam cushion
,Seal will seat 111 peenie,Excellent condition.

Contact . . .

BARGAIN

Tommy Carroll

Phone-Aays 753-8850; Nights 753-2723

TODAY ONLY
ALL PRICES
MARKED DOWN
To

INTERNATIONAL HAR-NEW PLYMOUTH garden
VESTER riding mower with 12 tillers,5 M.P. Briggs and Stratton
H.P. This vehicle was bought two engineivith forward and reverse
weeks age and cost $1,153 plus $139.05 Roby Sales, Highway 68,
tax. (Model ;26) I will sacrifice-Benton, Kentucky, phone 527or-KOK-Phone 4914769.1A24P 9368.
TFC

PHASE-I

' " 3yrjespelth bicycle;
Supply
honono
Bays
Fto
ISin
-rii
i:
G
arI
Ky
"
C
. 31 Bar
i;INiG
tle
seat,$25.00. 1609 A,Locust Drive, S
phone 762-4497 or 753-8840 after Short season. Buy now, recoup
A2On investment by September. Phone
753-6812.
A19C

..•••

•INS by Wail Nato* Ormilailk 1141AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

FOR SALE
JOHN DEERE two row corn drill
anWcultivator.-Mad condition.
Phone 753-3917 or 753-9901 after
A21P
4:00o'clock.
1971 SCHULT MOBILE home,
12."x65, Early American.slecar-_,,
Two bedrooms, utility room, Will
sell cheap or take over payments. Phone 435-5852 or 435-5851. A25C
1972 HONDA 350 cc, gold with ,
black and white trim. Excellent
totalltion. Phone7'316971. A21P
DACHSHUND PUPPfES for::
stile. AKC registered. Phone 43644i
A2111
5490.
USED COUCH and chair, an-_
also dinette set, $80.00 fo
everything or will sell separately.'
A21C:
Phone 753-9819.

ESTATE OW ALE
SMALL DOG house
detachable floor(Ideal for cats) LAYING HENS, $.50 each.
20"x30", 20" high. It's cute. Roosters, $.25 each. Phone 435- WANT A Nice Little Place in the,:.
A21NC Country? Ask about this
A2ONC 5333.
Phone 753-1712.
Carpeted Frame House. Johrt
----'

:

cnannel, rtibt5Ile 968 e y rx-6ee
'
4584882
`'
n Con-MIMILaFayette base station 11 Phone 753.6812.
A19C
25,2 ACRES OF land, with two
channel, Courier Mobile 23
AND HIS SOUTHERN GENTLEMEN
AUTOMOTIVE
AIR
concar garage, one mile South of
channel.
Phone
753-9240.
A24C
new,
so
easy
CLEAN
RUGS,
like
din-tiling, rebuilt compressors,
Kingswood Subdivision. Phone:
Lustre.
Rent
to do with Blue
Freon. R. C. Evans-Garage, 400
A22NCti
Saturday, April 22, 11:00 a.m. about 14 miles from Paris on
BEIDROM 1968 electric shampooer $1. Big K, 753-8867 or 489-2172.
12'x50'
TWO
M.S.U. Auditorium
North 4th Street. Phone 7534976
the Copper Spring Road between Big Sandy and the new
washer,
new
air
trailer,
new
Center.
A22C
Belaire
Shopping
or 474-2748.
May22P
Tickets $3.00 reserved
Camden Highway, at the Hyro Lee Farm. Watch for signs.
conditioner, underpenning.
ENVESTMEN'f
EN;
I Available at: Wallis Drals,--Holland Drugs; Hospital PAINTING INSIDE and out and One John Deere grain and hay elevator, one auger elevator, $3,200. Will sell for $22,800 without EXCELLENT, efficient, VESTMENT - Envestrnent - W
one hammer mill, Bear Cat portable, 5' bushhog, 1949 3-4 Ford
air conditioner and washer. economical, Blue Lustre carpet made a mistake in spelling - but
Pharmacy and SUB Lobby
general repair. Phone 435truck, hog feeders, pig feeder, refrigerator, washer and
A24C _cleaner. Rent electric shampooer you won't make a mistake if yoit:
753-8657.
Phone
5173.
Al9C
dryer, table, lamps, electric heater, rugs, baby bed, TV and.
22,cms CRAFT cruiser with 75 $1. Begley Drug Store. Central invest 'ye& money'in'F
lots of other items.
HIGHWAY 641 Pet Shop. Fish VA LOANS; no down payment
Bedroom -3 Bath - Brick house vtand supplies, AKC puppies, Tiny far qualified veteran. 12 years to.GARDEN BREAKING. Phone
loc-ated-within yards of MSI.4 GeorgeWooford
owner,
'
A2OP
Toy Poodles, Irish Setter; pay.Your lot and- ill extras can 485-265I
Center.
A22C John Randolph Realty & Auction;
trailer. $600.00al
11 .Ph
°W
on
reand
753-tandein StloPPing
BELTONE•
FACTORY fresh
Cockers, Eskimo, Spitz. 7-miles be financed also. Bill's Mobile
7150.
A22Ct
Auctioneer Jimmy McBride 336.
A24C hearing aid batteries for all make Co.753-8382.
North of Murray, Kentucky, "
Imes,39008°11th Belthne High- I WILL fix your lawn mower,
.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. A19C
•
Auedomeer Shorty McBride 247
_411inne 753-1862nr 753-9457 April, way. Paducah -Kentucky
qisickse.
.
----t
-AKEThrt--- ores, twd
1 ?ENCL sALE at ars. Calt--443-6.150.
24C
•
-A21C11183:
A2OP
---hedrooin
tioasev- --Panele4 N Sears-for-all y
1971 HOLLY PARK -121[65*
Chain link-Redwood and Farm mobile home,unfurnished. phone basement. $15,500.00. Phone 436a
A25C
WILL MOW yards, anytime alt AUCTION SATURDAY, April 22 CONSIGNMENT SALE, April 22, Fences. Now on sale. Expert days 76280, nights: 753-9274. 5331.
10 a.m. at the Jack Blackwell , 1972, 7:00 p.m. Hazel, Kentucky. installation available. Call Larry '
summer long. Phone 753See at8 Riviera Courts. M17NC
A20C Farm across from the...Oaks Following is a list of items to be. Lyles for free gitimate,7S36764. NEED.ROOM For the Kids to.
May IC
Country Club, 3 miles West of 921d. One antique ice cream 2310.
Romp? They can, both inside and
WESTERN
SADDLE,
practically
parlor table and four (4-) chairs;
Murray.
new One shall
well Pump and Outside in either of these three
"
(TARDEN
PLOWING
4- antique show cases; 1-ice 1971 MEDALLION MOBILE
Will 114.41§-91 4241 •
1.1 1
.4.•• _
i
or:-I
"• r•
;
aci
Mg)"
15 41°gg*134-furniture,Acks-of unusual
ndolph
alty & Auction Co..
A21C
now
for
way
appointment.
Knight's
air
'
PbXle
75148°9641 South. win IncludeWednesday • THE DAKOTAS
Thursday - STORM
dtstock from drug store,. The
antique items, naugahyde couch i
753-8382.
A22C
Shop,753-4035.
ye items are from :the Hazel conditioner and. TV antenna.
TFC trid chair, coffee and end tables,
Anp REFRIGERATOR, $25.00: 9,700
Friday - THE BARONS
'Saturday - 'THE TOUCH
Phone
49=32.
g
Store.
T.V. and radios, very nice and
BTU Fedders air conditioner, 25% ACRES OF lancLwith two
WILL DO sewing. Experienced, expensive stereo record player, Also offered for sale;old wash
Wednesday-Thursday - NO COVER
$40.00. Old boy's bicycle, 26", car garage, one mile South of
anticiue.
Good
PIANO,
UPRIGHT
kettles,
stoves,
milk
cans,
A21P A.M.-F.M. Radio console, upright
Phone 753-7294.
tuned. Phone $10.00. Phone 753-7228 afternoon Kingswood Subdivision. Phone
/
1
2 Mile from Paris Landing Park
deep freeze, double and bunk refrigerators, living room suite, condition, recently
A25C 753-8867.
A20C and evening only.
753-5677.
A22P
beds, child's antique desk, large end tables, lamps, dinette set,
AUTOS FOR SALE
chest
of
drawers,
washer,
tar_good,
oak office_desk.
SumIKI UM motorcycle flood
70 ACRES--010- ime Develop1966 OLDSMOBILE Luxury walnut night stand, bar-b-q grill, vacuum cleaner, glassware, a
FOR SALE
condition Phone 492-8644 after
_ _
_:,•----ishu-Grove-Zersonage-------.-•
u•uu • •
For
4 bedroom, full basement,
Commercial
and-or
Wayne Wilson Realty and
HOUSE AND yard sale, rain or FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank low mileage. Will trade for lot or drawers. There will be lots of
heat, newly
Residential. John Randolph
electric
Auction
Service,
Murray,
Kenhinder
sell
for
$950.011-Phone
4364
other
furniture,
such
as
heaters
Shine at 1103 Mulberry, Ail 21 installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
TABLE TOP- electric water Realty & Auction Co. 753decorated. 300 S. 5th St.
tucky. Phone 753-3263, in charge
A20C and fans.
5587.
and n, Friday and Saturday,
heater, 30' of 1/2"flexible copper 8382.
7534770
Call
$16,000.
Price
A22C
s,
There will be tables filled with of sale.
10:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m. Upright
tubing,
6 metal folding chairs
8 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Wayne
Wilson,
Auctioneer,
Maverick,
1970
SELL!!
MUST
brica
bracs,
glass
.
crystal,
piano, antique green, good
mirror dresser with chall-and
appreciate
red exterior, black vinylititerior, candlestick holders, extra old home phone 7534086. Charles
condition, $75.00. Three piece
two small matching storage MUST SEE to
spaces.
17
with
PARK
TRAILER
Thompson, apprentice Aucbrick home,
steering,
bedroom
power
Beautiful
3
automatic,
and
nice
red
wthe
set,
Austrian
brown sectional couch and chair
chests. 38"x56" garage window,
pbwer brakes, air conditioning. wine cooler set, lots of china, tioneer, home phone 753-7565. East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will pole lamp,Phone 753-7477. A21C Camelot Addition, 2 baths,
to match,$75.00. Box springs and
$135.00
a
two-thirds
at
Call
finance
us
for
after
all
your
753-7139
or
auction
central heat and air, carpeting,
New tires. Phone
what nots, wall tapestry and
mattress and odd bed, $20.00.
needs, we will hold consignment month.Call 7534202 or 753A21C
built-in stove and dishwasher,
6:00
p.m.
753-7736.
handmade
ceramics.
Lots
of
art
Guitar, $20.00. Black and white
TFC YELLOW AND Chrome formica formal dining -iii•Onced
work of all kinds, antique sales each 2nd and.4th Saturday 3648.
photo developing set $10.00.
top breakfast table with extra 12"
bridle bits, chest with marble top, nights at Hazel, Kentucky, time
Barber set, $5.00. Wall pictures,
Leaf and four upholstered mat- patio, 2 car garage,large storage
7:00 p.m. If you have items you AKC REGISTERED brown male
area. Call 753-9556.
kettles,
collection
2t-paper
back
_A28C
clothes and 414OrkefOkkii-Other-months ching chairs. See at 1506 Can,
books,2small bicycles, toy cars, would like to put on consignment miniature Poodle. Five
Opens 7 a.m.
items. If interested phone 753terbury
Drive,
Canterbury
lots of other toys and sporting call us at the above phone old. Has had all shots, and Estates.
6342 or 753-1822.
A21C
A21NC LAKE AREA Property - Com12th & Poplar Street
goods,golf clubs,12 ga. gun,shell numbers. We would like to sell dewormed. Good with children.
mercial & Residential - John
A20C
,
A22P Phone 753-9263.
reloader,
victrola, lots of old them for you.
CRAFTSMAN 10" Bench saw, Randolph Realty & Auction Co.
FACTORY APPROVED Aclike new. Used just a few hours. 753-8382.
A22C
Per Month records, swing set.
- ,TROLUX SALES & Ser
cutron Service, watch and ELE._
Extra special rubber tired AUCTION SALE,Saturday, April ONE INSIDE door; and two Phone 753-7948.
A25P
vices,
Box
213,
Murray,
Ky.,
C.M.
22, 10:30 a.m. rain or shine, 5'- lavatories. See at the Ledger &
jewelry repair. ruches Jewelry,
NICE THREE bedroom brick.
buggy, old and sharp.
1972 Model III
miles Northeast of Murray at. J. Times office, 103 North 4th SPINET ORGAN,
,A21C Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far.
2500.00 equity and assume loan, 113South 4th Street.
SHAKY.
To qualified buyers,
Mediterranean
mington, Kentucky.
TFC
2 horse carts, automatic horse Raymond Jones home, follow Street.
TFNC style, 244 note manual; 13 note less than 10 years to pay. Phone _f
after a down payment of
TFC •
walker, lots of tools, 2 H.P.
- signs off Highway 94, just North
$195, cash or trade. The
pedal board, Leslie speaker, 492:8264.
REDUCE SAFE & fast with automatic
compressor, electric motors, 7" of Elm Grove Church.
balance due is $1987.75,
rhythm
drum,
Will sell forgotten stored items GoBese Tablets & E-Vap _Water cymbals,
Craftsman skill saw, 7i/2 H.P.
payable in 36 monthly
chimes,
etc.
in
buildings on farm and many pills, Holland Drug Store, 109 Reasonable. Phone Mayfield 247- ARE YOU Paying at beast $110.
Evinrude
boat
motor
(like
new),
installments. A finance
per Month Rent! Why not pay the
Chrysler
AMP
South
4th
Street.
,
usable
items.
1951
semi mounted John Deere
charge of $357.81, at an
6842.
A21C same amount toward owning
mower, red belly Ford tractor, hearse, Pontiac and Rambler
APR of 11.08 per cent
• 1954 Chevy, 4 door, runs and transmission; motors, tires and 8 H.P. RIDING mower, 32" cut, FIELDS HOLIDAY lantern, your home? Call about this 3-BR
and a total note of
Woks good.8x 35 ft. house trailer, other- parts: Gas and electric-Briggs.and StrattonwEngine,_ 4 model00camper for pickup bed. house on South side of Town. Jobe
$2345.56. Kentucky state
extra nice, mineral calf feeder. appliances, new electric fence, speed. $329.95. 8 H.P. Electric Wide double doors, roll out Randolph Realty' & Auction Co.
tax and license adA22C
Come expecting lots more items. electric and straight razor,7 H.P. start. $369.95. Roby Sales, High- windows. Price $250.00. Phone J. 753-8182.
ditional.
For information call Otto Scott mower, pennies, nickles way 68, Benton, Kentucky. A20C T. Todd,753-4935 or 753-5606. A21C
Been Chester Auction Serivce, 435-4042 dimes, and quarters, old money,
Removed Lynn Grove, Kentucky. Not milk cans, pocket-knives, AIR CONDITIONER truck load NEW SEVEN Piece dining room FOR SALE BY OWNER
3 bedroom brick, central.
Carroll Volkswagen, Inc. responsible for accidents. "It glassware, betties, cans, churns, sale, while they last. Thomas A. suite;-6• H.P.
mower-,-3,e
air. 1,2 CeramicEdison.
10,000
Erl'U:
$191.88.
cappers;
iais;
lnddlators,
bottle
Pays To Sell The Chester •
H.P. push mower; Roto tiller and heat &
753-8850 800 Chestnut Way".
A2OP ,60-one gallon jugs vith handles, 17.000 BTU,-$186.88. 20,000 BTU, attic fan. See Red Seaford at 'baths, fully carpeted,
Sales Department Open
drapes, outside storage.
cast iron bathroom set, complete $221.88. 23,000 BTU, $241.88.
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
Garland Used Cars or phone 753-,
Located at 1510 Belmonte
Nites Till 7:30
baby bed, large cabinet, Vic- 26.08kLBIU $261.88. Roby Sales,
A21C
3103 after 6:00 p.m.
BUSINESS Ot'PORTUNITY
TRUCK DRIVERS I Straight or WANTED EXPERIENCED
Drive.
trola-Pathe, massive old piece of Highway 68, Benton, KenSemi)Experience helpful but not Welder. Apply in person to Five
May1C
furniture, bunk and iron beds, tucky.
1967 MGB, EXCELLENT conDrive
By Or
1970-16' ARISTOCRAT vacation
necessary. Can earn extremely Points Welding Shop.
TEC ditinn Has boost taken case.
1144-3il ton josek, wagon_bed._hot
BUSINESS
se
-Ser'fir
Mar
MI- 776T
trail-eV-Eiji%
Iligh pay alter sport I : I
water tank, block and line, metal TRIUMPH 650 motorcycles; 1971
Phone 753-8900 between 9:00 and
contained. Sleeps 6. Many extras.
Shown Anytime local and over-the-road hauling.
OP
PORTUN
ITT
encyclopedia
coon
cage,
oil
lamp,
10:00p.m.
A24P
Bonneville, 1970 and 1968 Tiger. Phone 753-4022 after 6:00
For application call 6042994912 WANTED BABY-SITTER 7:30
Price Reduced
Tennessee Corporation has
and other books. Cushions from Phone 435-4895 after 4:30
A25C
from 9 A.M. - 7 P.M. or write a.m.-4:10 p.m. Must furnish own
F.;rn
franchise available in this
bus,'small tools, meat grinder, p.m.
1971
DAtSUN
240Z-Silver,
4
A21P
riation Wide Semi Division, 171 transportation. Phone 753-7353
area. Potential earnings of
post office pigonhole cabinet,
speed, AC tape, FM stereo,>lag
BAIDWIN GRAND paino, used BY OWNER. 'three bedroom
New Circle
Road, N. E. , after 5:00 p.m.
A19C
215,000 to $25,090 yearly.
large doors with brass fittings
wheels, 9,000 miles. Phone 753condition. Wurlitzer brick, .paneled family room,
superb
MOBILE
HOME,
12'x50',
air
Lexington, Kentucky 40505. A19C
Small investment.
( Murray Post Office), pony, old
9240.
A24C
piano, used. Two large lot, near schools
'' and
PART TIME counter girl wanted.
and gentle, bridle and saddle. conditioned, fully furnished and grand
pianos. New shopping $19,000.00. cal1.75
repossessed
Baldwin
.
3Contact Joe Guion
carpetelldith
underpenning
and
WANTED FLOOR Lady or Apply in person Big B
GOOD- ileFD 9987 VW. price
Seven rabbits, New Zeakid stock,
Baldwin organs and pianos. 6658.
A24P
foreman for
shirt factory. Central Shopping Center. • A21C 8878.00. kom 75
.
1.2355 or 753(502) 842445816
depot scales-60 lbs. No one knows eleciric pole. Phone Farmington
Practice palms. Rent-To345-2506
or-V5-2157.
•
Al9C
Must know how to instruct and
scrathow many items will be
6981.
A21C
(After 6:00 P.fs.)
Purchase plan. Lenard° Piano.
assume responsibility. Phone EARNINGS AVERAGE $3.00 an
aying thisbyfarm
chedout
sale date, owner
Company, across from Post
collect 502-443-6491. Paducah hour as
s for anda 1968 CHEVROLET PICKUP with
Paris,Tennessee. A21C
Aix
492°far,
Pho'ne
A24C Beauty Counselor.Cosrneti
Radios.
.
CB
Shiit Company.
8473
0
1
.
No toppq. 26,000 actual miles. 6
Eats 'and drinks served:
FOR SALE OR TRADE
,a
'experience necessary. qual cylinder straight shift. See at 404
Douglas Shoemaker in-charge of
of pistols
LARGOT
VARIETY
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!! oppoetunity.Phone 4894416. A21C North 17th Street after 5:00
Z' .NOMAD SELF conitained
.NA increase in
katucity.
In
Cooks, waitresses, dishWasher.
A21P travel trailer and 1966 Olds 98
p.m.
414NIS SS & XB Restaurant
prices, Country Boy Stores,
A20C
Phone 753-6713.
luxury sedan tow car. A complete
cheeks„„sold at cost, $10.00
guest
WANTED
TO
9 miles from
w Atopn _BABY:S.133'W OD r963- C11631110113Fi*
REKr
/lrmnv
or
hooka-J.S.4d--4.4.
per-t_wae-1
Kentucky
Junction
HOpkinsVille,
have
home.
Must
nrii
weekentli
in
tend
a
WANTED SOMEONE to
wagon,'1966 model engine, good $3,900.00. Will take land or lots as WANT TO RENT house in lots only. Ledger & Times Office
117 and 164. Open Sunday until
garden at :1102 Olive Street. own transportation. Phone 753- tires. Good condition. $250.00. part payment.Phone 436Murray, three bedroom, un- Supply,103 North 4th Street. TFA21C
4:00p.m.
A2le Pnorie 753-7506. -'
Phone 753-2519.
1TP 9719,
A20C 5587.
A20C' furnished,-Phone 7534520. A20C NC

----

Friday Night, April 21, 8:00 p.m.
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Quota Club
Law Officers
Starts Thurs., April 20, Ends Sat., April 22
Big Boy

BEDDING
PANTS

TOMATO
PLANTS
• POWER
MOWER

-- Max-MorrisSgt. Max Morris, 1711 Wells
Ext., has been with the Murray
Police Department since 1964.
He is married to the former
Their
Shirley Butterworth.
three children are Zandra Kay,
Garry WhaYne, and Regina
Gait.
In April 1969, Sgt. Morris
attended Breathalyzer School at
Eastern University. He has also
attended the School of Law
In 1968, Sgt. Morris, was
given the Law Enforcement
Award by the Murray Optimist
Club. He was named in "Outstanding Young Men of
by the
America" in 1971
Chamber of Commerce. Morris
is presently serving as Vice
President of the Fraternal
Order of Police, is a Director of
the Kentucky Peace Officers
Association, and is a member
of the Murray Masonic Lodge.

70;

Only

• 22' Cut
• 3'b HP Briggs Stratton
Engine
• side Chute Mulcher Plot,
• Nylon Bearing Wheels
• 4 Cycle Easy Spin Starter

Petunias, Snap Dragon,
Marigold, etc.
$ _1 00
• Pots For 111

each

MHO

GARDEN CART

RADIO

WHEEL BARROW
*
."
0
•

• 3 HP Briggs Stratton Engine
• Side Chute Discharge
• Adjustable Cuttin Hei fit
4--eyctsi-rcit-y
s
in Recoil
- - Ssertsrr
• Automatic Choke

YOUR CHOICE

Assorted True Temper

TOOLS
$ 35 to $559
First Quality Tools at Supor
Save Priests!

\IET06411

Here is a grill that cooks a roost
to perfection. All the some fine
qualities of our regular 24" grtll
plus a in approved heavy duty
-metersand sitittitets- strevitir.

2 Player
John T. Phillips
Ptlm. John Thomas Phillips
began work as a City Patrolman
in April, 1969. During March
1971, he attended a Basic Law
Course at Eastern University
and instructed such a course for
the new policemen hired after
January 1972.
Prior to his employment with
the City Police, Tommy served
four years in the United .States
Air Force and also has been an
employee of Tappan Company.
He and his wife, the former
Jean Potts, live at 800 North
17th Street. and are expecting
their first child in early June.

CHARCOAL

2 GALLON
1
/

11771."nis pu th, drag or carry any
mower in to Big K for a trade-in
and we'll knock '8.00 off of any
mower we have.

Charcoal
Lighter Fluid
oint216,

Recoil Starter, 8 horsepower, 6-speed
transmission.
Model 110311 $29900

ICE CHEST

Model 400431

$ 1 988

Restoratio
WINST(
'UPI?
restoration
NC., is
Carolina's
tractions. I

LAWN CHAIRS
•Reg. '3.33

22-INCH

HUSTLER 5-HP

TILLER
8,

SIX
PLAYER

POWER
MOWER

• 3 HP Briggs protton
Engine
• Side Chute
Discharge

Redwood

Only

Moloney,
library
the prob
compiling,
the large
they must
Since th
every two
lawmakers
and mare
reference
numerous,
Dawson th
better way
informatio
And she
definite
we hope e
computeriz

$44400

66
Gempars at
144.00

PICNIC TABLE

specialis
Emily D
Contra
most o
volumes
lending
book whi
Miss Da
"Our
to serve
the leg
"Our ref
to the int
legislatur
-As b.
session,
our vol
other s
sessions."
The libr
bills intr
files new
pertaining
-Like
Dawson,

Fleetwood 5-Speed Mower

16-Foot
Aluminum Extension

Dan Kelly
Ptlm. Dan Kelly was employed with the City Police
Department for approximately
nine months before entering the
Army for three years and
serving in Korea. He rejoined
the force on June 23, 1967 after
which he attended a Criminal
Procedure Course at Murray
State University for. 15 weeks.
Pthn. Kelly is a member of
'Fraternal Order of Police, the
Kentucky Peace Officers
ikssociation ad a member of
We local Masonic Lodge.
and his wife, the"former
carol Wright, and son,. Kevin,
„ reside at 401 Sunny.,

99

FR
the mo
state g
Legisl
mission
third fl
The
stockin
is pri
legisla ti
be brou
of the
Them
30,000 i
records
Kentuck
since 1
listing stirroun
referenc
the U.S.
The
the libr

38", 8 h.p., 5-speed friction drive transmission.

Only

LADDERS
s 744
Only

Only

32-Inch Riding Mower

Starts fires fast!
20 lb. Bag

6 peed Mower
32-in., fully electric, 8 horsepower, 6 speed
transmission.
°0
Model 110331 $399

BADMINTON
SET

Fe
On
Lib

Attrodive croquet set with reel
rock, 6 mallets and balls and all
the essentials for hours of enjoyment.

Bel Air Shopping Center
* ACRES OF FREE PARKING If_
We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities

Expandable 22" to 24"
wide, 13" slicer tines.
Cost iron transmission
with large gear set and
reverse. 10" steel, diamond tread, yoke type
transport wheels, easily
adjustable to proper height
for smoother tilling.

• Front Chute
Design and
J Side Trimmer

Model 1 1 22K

444li0
VINO
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- makes
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Few Bestsellers
On Legislative
Library Shelves,,

Tallulah: mixture of beauty,temper.

FRANKFORT, Ky.-One of
the more unusual libraries in
state government is that of the
Legislative Research Commission (LRC) located on the
third floor of the Capitol.
The LRC library, far from
stocking the top ten best sellers,
is primarily concerned with
legislative matters which will
be broughtbefore each session
of the General Assembly.
The most popular among the
311,000 items found there are
records of proceedings of
Kentucky legislative sessinns
since 1950, bound volumes
id- -states
fisting-- laws
surrounding Kentucky, and .
reference material relating to
the U.S. Constitution.
The three women who work in
the library aren't, called
qr leglalaUver"Wendell Ford and William Young, division manager for the
specialists," said one of them,
Standard Oil Company, present the governor's receptionist Paula Mutcs with a
Emily Dawson.
litter bag to kick off the company's anti-litter campaign. Standard Oil dealers will
Contrary to the practice of
be providing litter barrels .and free litter bags this month in an effort to keep
most other libraries, the
Kentucky highways clean. Governor, Ford recently- proclaimed April- as Cleanup
volumes on hand are not for
and Beautification Month in Kentuc..ky-(Steve-Mitcbal-1--Phato)
lending purposes, "unless it's a
book which we use very little,"
Miss Dawson noted.
\
"Our major responsibility is
to serve both the LRC staff and
Persons were fined, entered
the legislators," she added.
pleas
of guilty, and were fined
Frances Drake
available
are
references
"Our
to the interim committees of the in the April 7th session of
Murray City Court with special
FOR THURSDAY, APRIL 20, 1972
legislature.
judge
protem Nat Ryan Hughes
"As bills are drafted for each
Look in the section in which your usual ingenuity and
this duty
session, researchers refer to presiding.
you
.6.-- an-t. firm
.Y.nur.birthday, C,UP,
Ni4acedcan-the-per--th7ordcllifinaPut
ry.
foarrigouiqatioltfy,
our volumes tor legi.slationfrom_
is,
what
outlook
your
according
-VIRGO
other states or in other manent court records were as to the stars.
follows:
( Aug. 24 to *pt. 23)
sessions."
Thomas, ARIES
Barry
Jan
A day for itorethought. Give
The library has copies of all
)
disregarding stop light, find ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) SY
all activities your deluxe
bills introduced since 1950 and
Make this a day to remember. treatment. Smile through
$10.00 costs $10.00.
files newspaper clippings
Lighten
pressures by elim- possible pressing moments.
Trenholm,
Morrison
Manfred
pertaining to state government.
suits promised from earnest
speeding, fined $10.00 costs inating nonessentials from your
.- Like most librarians, Miss $10.00.
schedule. Move with eas acDawson, as well as Miss Marty
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
(LIBRA
While intoxicated, amended to TAURUS
Moloney, who rodhcl out the
A late start is usually one's
reckless driving, fined 0100.00 (Apr. 21 to May 21,
library staff, talk most about costs $10.00.
Much can be aecomplished in own fault. If you need a bit of a
the problems involved with
Ronald R. Melvin, reckless both the planning and doing push, call it up. Avoid pessicompiling.sorting and shelving
driving, fined $10.00 costs stage. It need not be all work or mism. Consider the suitable
the large number of volumes $10.00.
business. Include social and suggestions of others. Gains
they must deal with.
Don Hugh Hatcher, improper personal matters in your ARE possible.
SCORPIO._
Since the topics considered registration, fined $10.00 costs program
.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 11V AV
every two years by Kentucky's
GEMINI
--Ittmutati
lawmakers are becoming more
William J. G t II
and rnore-comigeL --and-the--cE.ing, fined $10.00 costs
New opportunities indicated both individuality and coopto
reference materials more $10.00.
in many fields. A moderate eration. Like Libra, listen
sage advice. Plan a program
by
pace,
numerous, all agree with Miss
progressive
accented
Gary M. Hopkins, reckless
most of
Dawson that, "We do need a driving, fined $10.00 costs moves, will be your best recipe designed to make the
time and talents--at work OR
for handling them.
better way to handle all the $10.00.
play.
CANCER
information."
Billy Todd, reckless driving, (June 22 to July 23) eo SAGITTARIUS
And she adds, "Although no fined $50.00 costs $10.00.
Trend is to enjoy the day as (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) *#
definite plans have been made,
public
At times the line is thin beWallis,
Pat
the
spirit moves you-to let
become
to
eventually
we hope
drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs things slide-but don't be tween the constructive and the
computerized."
$10.00,
misdirected or overly social. destructive. Take due care in
Billy J. Oliver, driving will MAKE yourself get back on the making The neat distinction
Restorational attraction
Study situations as they arise.
to beam.
WINSTON,SALEM, N.C. intoxicated, amended
your talents, you can cope"
.With
$100.00
fined
driving,
reckless
colonial
The
ItiPil
CAPRICORN
•
Salem",
$10.00.
24
"Old
(July
Aug.
'
416
to
costs
23i
of
restoration
I
N.C., is one of North
Don't -follow the crowd" (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20i V)
Randall Wynn, disregarding
Saturn influences suggest
Carolina's major tourist at- stop sign and disorderly con- when your own gifts of
tractions. It is open all year. duct, fined $40.00 costs $10.00. leadership are so great. With that you train thoughts along
constructive lines as you more
discreetly. Penetrate below the
surface to learn the full truth in
all situations.
AQUARIUS
".?
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Tact and orderliness are the
traits to emphasize now. SOillt`
of your future objectives are
shaping up. Don't upset the
applecart.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Discretion urged in all ativities. On this day, wk,i.1),
planned efforts will keep
fsirgohmteddrifting, being short-

Persons Are Fined
In The City Court

Your Individual Horoscope

wpth

The girls were taken to Fayette
to live with their grandparents,
who mimed later to Jasper.
Tallulah's handsome, blueeyed daddy was the love of Tallulah's life. Will loved the heroic theater but settled for the
law.
It,was part of the game of
"pleasing daddy" when she
married Barrymorish leadingman John Emeryin 1937. Will
became speaker of the House in
1936. "Marriage was the right
By sheer force of personality thing for Will Bankhead's
Tallulah Brockman Bankhead daughter at this particular
made an extraordinary impact time." Miss.lsrael _writes. on the entertainment- - world.
The marriage ended in diShe was not a great actress but vorce four years later and Emshe 'ought and won public ac- ery commented an that phase
claim for many years, both in of his life: "It was like die rise,
the United States and Brittn. decline and fall of the Roman
And,as one critic said, she was Empire."
a "surprisingly good" actress
Tallulah made her debut in
once in a while.
-0C,JUWaitungamor.16,44ho18rnErnifirotira first- age-of-15 by winning -a PicturePlay magazine contest. She
rate job in capturing the many
was employed three weeks at a
facets of Tallulah's life -and
personality in this fascinating motion picture studio in Brook,biography. She interviewed lyn.
scores of Tallulah's friends and
Her first words on the New
acquaintances, and her book York stage were spoken in
contains hundreds of Tallulah Rachel Crothers' "39 East."
stories.
Her raw energy and beauty
If One did not know Tallulah, caught attention but her career
he feels, after reading this as an actress personality didn't
book, that he has met a woman move ahead fast enough for her
of brazen charm and inimitable in New York.
She decided to go to England.
style, an unforgettable character, one with lovable qualities There her good friend, Napier
despite her caustic tongue and INapstAlington - the third Alhelped her
sometimes bizarre behavior. ington baron
She died in 1968 at the age of 66. meet English society and
Talittleh -and--her- sister-Ety-- BriritTaIIIWThirie.-She irngenia, a year older, were the pressed the English with her
daughters of William Bank- -wayward beauty and loquahead, who later became speak- cious cleverness."
Her performance in "The
er of the Home, and granddaughters of Sen. John Hollis Dancers" - enhanced by her
Bankhead of Alabama. Their radiant hair and husky voice
Uncle John was also a senator. with its southern tones- captiAnother uncle, Henry, was a ,- vated- the British. She was in
p e at ,t . rig t
time. The cockney girls idblTallulah was named after her ized her, cheering her from the
Daddy Will's mother, kfarnaid- gallery with frenetic zeal.
able matriarch, who was -pre- "Tallulah! Halleluiah!" was
cious mamma" to Tallulah.
•
one of their chants.
Tallulah's mother died of
-By 1925 Tallulah had beblood poisoning following Tal- come the quintessential Bright
lulah's birth in Huntsville, Ala. Young Thing ... all gossip of
Reviewed By
HAROLD McCONNELL
Copley News Service
Tempestuous Tallulah. A
woman of many moods. Of
strong will. Of hot temper and
sharp opinions. Of magnetic,
commanding personality, on
stage and off. A woman .of
beauty, warmth and compassion; of openness, waywardness, self-indulgence,a devilmay-care bent. -

London had to include at least
one of Tallulah's most recent
outrages against the conventions," Miss Israel writes.
Tallulah was a great hit on
the British stage for a number
of years.
She returned to the United
States in 1931 after accepting a
lucrative offer from Paramount Pictures. But she parted
company with the film industry

after two years.
Her greatest performance
was in "The Little Foxes," a
play about The rise of the mercantile class in the South, in
which she played land grabber
Regina Giddens, Brooks Atkinson said her acting,in that play
was "brilliant ... according to
any standards." After 408 performafiefs on Broadway, she
took the show on the road.

our
guaranteed
corn package
fromSta
Yes, Stauffer guarantees performance of
Sutan herbicide or Sutan plus atrazine
on weeds, Dyfonate soil insecticide on
rootworms. Sutan or Sutan plus atrazine
work_ for sure rain or shine because you
put them in the soil where weeds
sprout. Long-lasting Dyfonate
gets both resistant and nonresistant rootworms np matter
how late they hatch. See us
now,we are authorized4ealers
for the guariIee
program on'Sutan,
atrazine and
Dyfonate.
........
". TESTED

PESTICIDES
P.O. Box 479, Lexington, Ky. 40501
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Whatever your destination, step
forward in this dainty little t•strap.
You don't need a crystal ball to
see it's the kind of shoe that
makes good things happen_

THE TEASER
•White Patent
•Black Patent
•Bags To
Match

:1999
One of the
Cuscino' collection
by Life Stride

, Open 'Fri. til 8:00 p.m.
Bank Americard Master Charge

some. tr,s _.shpe
Paris, Tenn.

YOU, BORN TODAY,
Aries-Taurus ('uspal -one tx,rt
as the Sun was enterim
Taurus), combine the outstanding traits of both Sig')
You have the ambition. ,Ig
gressiveness, imagination :Hid
resourcefulness of the Arlen
coupled With the otistinae and
materialism of the 'Taurean
You are less selfish than the
Arlen, more inclined lip viarm•
the
hearted giving "as
Taurean. With all this ‘ariati,n
in characteristics. you sometimes experience emotional
conflict but, once. havinc,
acquired understanding of 'elf.
you should have a successful
and happy life. VOL t
unusual creative ;Online
could excel, especially
painter, designer. Init' r 'rdecorator, or _theatrical iitrtainer. Your love et
outdoors is outstanding and ,.",o'"
could alsd make a name far
yourserf " as an agricattir--t.
8
horticulturist or botanist
date of. Dinah (N•aik,
novelist; Lionel Hampton, 1.i!7
musician.
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COME AND HAVE SOME CAKE AND COFFEE WITH US
We'll cut the cake Thursday morning and it will go fast, but the festivities
and the BIG BARGAIN BUYS will last throughout our 3-DAY SALE...

Sears

starting THURSDAY
FRIDAY•SATURDAY
INNANV.'

SEARS. ROEIll (:k and CO. s„

APRIL 20, 21, 22

CATALOG SAVINGS STAMP
at
SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
MURRAY, KY.
*1'• loon as can), or, n,r,
frcwe '>ears B, otolcxl, evtn on rnercnandise
e' a,e,rs Sole C ,-)tnlogs.
e
7, 7.1,1.

at SEARS
CATALOG SALES OFFICE
Seethside Manor Shopping Center • Murray, Ky.

/

WORTH $2.00 on ANY PURCHASE
of $25 or more

3FREE DOOR PRIZES

4 Worth $20
Worth $10
Worth $10
W

the

the purchase
orth 310

Worth $10

TV or -te,co

o's

c.hose
,

sloo or morp

^ 1<enr”orp
0. 0y

...other or drier

c•r,

1 0, Sale ,f mn.t Cold,opt.
,
'fever,

s.

enmere

Worth $10
WOIrth

$20

Worth $20
Worth $10
''OOP
•%111,

cer,ttot

0,,fr

..'arydol..nownr3 sy.10,
'
Ike pin(6ele ni an, Trortrsr
Mr.er

REGISTER-ANY TIME -DURING- THIS 3-DAY SALE.

• SAVINGS on top of savings with Sears
Catalog Savings Stamps
• Hundreds of big Birthday PRICE CUTS
• Display merchandise clearance
-

_

"r'h("'e
,,h..oshet

',0 *%*.
.•'4W 31
0621z
1-

tc be given away at 5-00 p.m. Saturday. No obligation, you do not have to be present to win.

NY-41

IF YOU—CAN'T COME IN, SHOP BY PHONE
just dial 753 2310
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KET To,Show
Coldwater Area
Exerpts From Many Dinners And Special EventsHeld In Homes in
Opera ‘Tosca'

Recent callers of mine were recently. Mrs. Hopkins a
after a visit with relatives in
By Mrs. Ophelia Bawl]
and Mrs. Jennings Turner called on Writ.- Ola Haneliii
-Kentucky.
April 14, 1972Ovie Carter, Truman and Mrs. Cletie Black.
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Gupten of Turner, Mrs. Cletia Black,
Mr.and Mrs. Ray Bazzell anci
Mrs. F.H. Spiceland was a
moved to their
Mrs. Debbie Tucker, Mr. and recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Maria Callas will be seen in children of Taylor, Mich., have Michigan have
They and
an excerpt from Puccini's opera returned to their home after a home near Stella.
Mrs. Larry Carter and girls, Edison Hopkins and daughter,
visit with relatives in Kentucky "their son, Junior, and three Mrs. Robert Guthrie, Miss J. also Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins.
Vibrations
with
children spent a few days
a9t:
cp
uns
o
-ioW.no
di00
airn
nesday April 19 iabtrE
an-l and Florida.
ed
Camden, Mrs. Attie Carter, Mr. and-- others. -- —
Mr,and Mrs. Alvin Lacy were 44.and Mrs. Virgil Bridges.
:
he°s Kentucky
a on
SID
and Mrs. Roy Perich, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Bazzell
Wilkerson was a
Stanley Perich and and daughter and Mr. and Mrs.
Telention network. The recent guests of his mother, , Mrs. Datbel
Mrs.
Mrs. Sarah M.
program also features the Mrs. Oda Lacy at the home of Sunday guest of
childH.n _Mrs. 1...nnan Dixon, Relda Watson andothers were
lb•kCarroll of -.Saadors and-Miss-Treva PeaY• Mr. and Mrs. B.A.. Davis and recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
sounds of electric_ Tel* eect_the. Mr. and
Miss
'Mrs. Earl Lamb and
performance of a ballet created Coldwater.
Mr. and Wu. Rekla Watson.
- Bazzell- -and - Tommy
..returned
especially for tetevisiont----- Claude 3mith halreturned_ta. Cnrierw--Laninlase relatives
Recent caTIers al Mr. arid Patterson.
with
visit
MM.s Callas will-perform a his Worm after a visit with his home after a
Mrs. Carl Hopkins were Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Bazzell
in Michigan. David Smith spent Mrs. Jennings Turner, Mr. and
scene from Act H of "Tosca" daughter in Missouri.
and son have moved to their
Granddad,
his
with
weekend
the
Mrs. Kinstick and daughter of
_ filmed during a perforquince at
Mrs. Truman Turner, Mr. and home on Highway 121 near
the Royal Opera House in Michigan have returned home Earl Lamb.
Mrs. Edison Hopkins and Stella, better known as the
Covent Garden in 1964. Tito
Easter Sunday dinner guests laughter, Mr. and Mrs. Cody Clarence Morgan place.
Gobbi will sing the rote of Baron
of Mrs. Lillie Bazzell were Mr. Darnell, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Claude King ins has returned
Scarpia. The role of Floria
and Mrs. Hubert Bazzell, Mr. Ainley, Mr. and Mrs. Dee to his home in Michigan after a
Tosca is one of the most popular
and Mrs. Ray Bazzell and Lamb, Mr. and Mrs. King, and few days visit with home folks
in Miss Callas' repertoire,and a
children, Mr. and Mrs. Noel Mr.and M Mrs. Newell Hopkins in Kentucky.-- -2-- - .
performance of "Tosca"
DETROIT tAPl - A defect Bazzell, Mr. and Mrs. Theron and others.
B-Adges
and Y1s:17likil..r
- marked her triumphant return which migbt.allow rear wheels 'Ciinich, Steve Crouch, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hopkins were Easter Sunday dinner
to NeW Nor'k's Metropolitan to fall off has forced Ford Mo- Mrs. Herman Darnell, Mr. and visited Mr. and Mrs. Cody guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lurnall
Opera in 1965 follaing a seven- tor Co. to recall 396,000 1972 Mrs. Newell Bailey, and Enett Darnell, Mr. and Mrs, Truman Adams and girls.
nan and his Kentucky bride-to-be were the first visitors to
year break with the Company. Ford Torinos and Mercury Panel
-:
Turner and Claude Smith
- aro, Tex.,;
An Arnar
the
Vibrations will also visit "The Montegos for modification of
Kentucky's newest tourist information center, opened Monday, April 10 on
Electric Lady," a New York their rear axle assemblies.
Purchase Parkway, near Fulton on the Kentucky-Tennessee line. C.T. Roberts
Their
recording studio equipped with
Monday's_ recall involved
drove over 1500 miles to elope with Mrs. Sweet Roberts, of Benton, Ky.
e-daye
tate-iii-th
highly
2°48in-wher
323,000 Torinos and nearelectronic
advanced
about
.the
Tenn
City,
Leave Town .With Confidencol
Union,
question-Hose do you get to
• equipment for a recording ly 73,000' Montegos, virtually.
ifily became man and wife.(Wayne Hundley Photo)
session with rock pianist,
the entire model run for both
intermediate-sized cars.
Jobriafh.
Red Wine in Green
Gordon H. Robertson, service
Swedish engineering manager for Ford's
by
ballet
a
Glasses',"
11111
Ida
choreographer Brigit Cullbert, Customer Service Division, said
months
iir
l'
iAF ukovi
ili.1i'dPPaar
,:wfre8
also•, be_faigteect
lr Iher'rforre10_1171120114-Dt de:
:Ourfaetory trained mechanics will make your car come alive for the hard driving
done right
teriorating rear axle bearings
,
-4,
ahead.They ha ye the know-how and use factory authorized parts. You get the job
Cullberg, who felt that dance due to several factors..
I .
at the right price.
He said that in extreme
has been abused and violated by
cameras, began working in the cases, the condition could cause
BY
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Few
early 1960's to adapt ballet to the rear axle to become elhworld
the
realize
s
4entuckian
COLONEL TAYLOR L. DAVIDSON
the television medium. She was tached._
information that is at their
However, a Ford spokesman
rewarded last year when "Red
$28.70
`4ingertips through their local
ENGINE TUNE-UP SPECIAL
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Somenf I praise is due; especially for Wine in Green Glasses" was said the-firm has only five reless.
bookand
slightly
libraries
new spark plugs, point set, condenser,PCV valve Sixes
our readers may recall that uindividuals who unselfishly presented the 'Prix Italia for potted cases where Torinos or
about a month ago in this have given of their time to help Dance and Music by Italian Montegos lost rear wheels
$8.45
OIL AND OIL FILTER CHANGE SPECIAL
Though local library holdings column we attempted to give administer a law that in the past
driving.
while
television.
are
.4and bookmobile collections
'
$29.00
long-overdue recognition to the has not been an entirely popular
No case of personal injury
SHOCK ABSORBER SPECIAL-PAIR INSTALLED
Aitnited, public libraries that are many top-calibre individuals one.
"Red Wine in Green Glasses"wheels have
rear
-lost
to
due
7. members of the Kentucky who the
!
ti:e
p
nd exeiczi
We are proud of all the in- was inspired by the work of the been confirrited, Ford reported,
vet.thas..ing
serou
$3.50
'Regional Library System have secretaries of local Selective dividuals • who have so 18th century poet Bellman and
BRAKE INSPECTION SPECIAL
although one driver is claiming
wheel
for
Check
seals.
grease
and
linings
Inspect
of
brakes.
music
rear
acceis to information and Service boards.
the
to
and
set
front
Clean and inspect
generously given of themselves is
a whiplash injury.
and power
Piano
materials in almost any library
cylinder leaks, master cy_lindey fluid levet,self adjusting mechanism
At that time we reported that to serve as Members of any Beethoven's Third
less.
slightly
brakes
drum
Front
isjo the country --through the in nationwide competition we draft or appeal board. Since it
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wheel
iit
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Concerto. Performed against NM all bad
r.44nst
_
k
----boos_
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4,1tentucky Library Corn_ _
KELEY, Cant tUPII
s.
*-34nintieationaNetwork.Board Manager of the Year in "media- on- each, we hope the Watteau and Fragoruird, the - Man may find a beneficial
11;:.- The network, a rapid-access Class II, covering boards people of Kentucky will dance features Miss Cullberg's use for tobacco.
Farm
Get High Quality... Low Prices at
The 'California
f.romrnjnication system, was having fewer than 1000 active
recognize these individuals for son, Niklas Ek.
botanists
says
Bureau
itiated in 1970 through joint registrants. 4
the outstanding manner in •
discovered certain plants.
' 7"state-federal funding under
which. they have performed Name
That was one side of our
including tobacco, are highly
Services
7- Title III of the Library
operational rieock0n-the "flip their official duties._
to smog damage. By
sensitive
Mass.
NANTUCKET,
•:;•:and Construction Act.
side" we have 'hundreds of
plantirtx a few of _ them
thin..*
-of
nameUPI
James A. Nelson, Kentucky outsta ding c
ens w ho haye
citizens
monitors in smorprone areas,
GONFLOEWE
off
and
resort
damags-may
tip_gairtenent ef_ loihrariey Zit" i'aet•veci or MO Years wifFOliT
On Mar 20, 1940, the French "zMostithitteus coast'it ifir&41 the degrae
or. says .the pay. Falk words never hurt the Clamber of Deputies refused
adriiinistrat
Indian word_ Nan- mere easily be ascertained.inthe
from
Phone 753-5273
701 Main Street
Besides tobitceo, the
networking system is a most tongue and we earnestly believe vote of confidence to Premier
iicui. meaning "Far Away
are
tested
being
plants
dicator
and
buying
efficient means for
Land." The-island is about 15that you should also know about Edouard Daladier and he repetunia, oats and gladioli.
sharieg library resources.
miles south`of Cape Cod.
the quality and dedication of signed.
"Due to coordinated library these individuals.
activities, certain libraries are
Service
Selective
The
able to purchase materials of a Meritorious Service Award,
specialized type over and above including a bronze medal, was
Smuc
'
their_ Pere ...collgCtion:'_ _Nelson_ -rVceiitly
explained."The same libraries, level honorary -reeognitioeby
-pin turn, van- rely on otter Selective Service. Earning the
. libraries to supply specialized covetell
1111
were a
medal
_ _
needs not covered by their own- physician,--an educator, an
vi A
Your t•lappy Soopp•ng Sttr-e
. collection.
attorney, and a rural mail
iAtJW-" --"AciA
"This sharing process helps carrier.
expensive
down
cut
These four Kentuckians, with
Paris, Tenn.
; duplication," he added, "and cumulative
apservice
;:allows for an enlarged resource proximating 90 years „. of
:base at relatively lower cost-a
voluntary work with the draft,
critical objective, due to the have made major contributions
tight fiscal control which faces- in the fair and impartial ad• most libraries."
ministration of the Selective
: The entry point ot the corn- Service law throughout the
mimications network is the state.
local public library. If a patron
The physician, Dr. Carl H.
requests information that Fortune, Lexington, was the
cannot be found locally, the retiring chairman; of the
librarian has credit card Eastern Judicial District Apprivileges to call the regional peal
Board. He gave the
Shedd
headquarters library.
system more than 25 years of
Most general requests can be dedicated service before
filled at this level but, if not, the bepming a "graduate" under
regional librarian has access to :in amendment to the Selective
an inward WATS telephone line Service law, which restricts
to the Department of Libraries tenure on a local board or apin Frankfort. This line is con- peal board to 20 years.
t"
nected to a "coe-a-phone,"
Dr. Robert C. Ernst, dean
which receives and records emeritus of the Speed Scientific
messages even . if a staff School, University of Louisville,
member isn't there to answer was a charter member of our
the call.
Scientific Advisory Committee
6enerally,-18 per tent-nr
for Engineers and Specialized
specific requests are filled at Personnel. He s served with
7. either the regional or state distinction is chairman of this
; level. Those requests which are committee for apprOxiniately 20
not: can go on the TWX years. With the phasing out of
teletypewriter exchange) to a occupational deferments, the
larger public or academic Scientific Advisory Committee
libiary in Kentucky.
was deactivated.
1.G.A.
If the request is still unanLeon Seidman, 'Louisville
swered, the department's'In- attorney, received the bronze
formation and Loan Division medal for his sustained record
.
%. can go out of the.state via TWX of service as a member of a
if necessary.
local board and an appeal
"Several requests have been board. Like Dr. Fortune, he
WHITE
answered by the Libary of ended his service
December
Congress,- which is also 1971 because of over 20 years of
. equipped with TWX facilities," service.
Western-cut corduroys. Brushed
_ Nelson said.
The rural mail carrier, James
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major
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than
more
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usually $6
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tiorthside
Shopping
Center

Prices. Good Through Next Tuesday

*

*

TRUE VALUE SINGLE UNIT PRICING!!
Tenderized

Choice
ROUND

Shank Half

Steak99s

HAM
Tenderized
ONE-QUARTER HAM
MATCHLESS BACON
BOLOGNA

* First in Fine Meats *

Sliced

694
lb.

112.59;

k•

In The Piece

Siirr oin Steak $.1 19

Family Pak,
Cut-Up

lb. 49

Old Fashioned

I

U.S.
Choice

Northside
Shopping
Center

lb.

39;

FRYERS 4E03
* First in Fine Meats *

on Steaks."29

U.S.
Choice

-

-

months
oe right

Bonus

$28.70

$8.45

Kraft
MARSHMALLOW

Del Monte

Detergent

$29.00

69it

CATSUP1t1
14-oz. Bottle

01110

w

Creme

0
v4 (

Giant Size

2

(Reg. 43`-SAVE 18')

$3.50
wheel
Wet-- -„-

•
^

$11,1711

aut.

isSue

.."•••••

5273

Just Low Prices!!
No Stamps * No Games
No $5.00 Forced Purchases

4-Roll Pkg.
12-oz can

PREM

GRAPE JELLY

Smuckers

53;
494

2 tbs.

Shedd's

PINEAPPLE
No. 303 can

DEL MONTE

terDe
'
25
23
gent

22-oz Bottle

GREEN BEANS
1-lb. can

SOFT MARGARINE

Pride of III.

2-1b. cup
1
/

79; HAWAIIAN
224 .PUNCH

I sOUP

No. 303 Can
I.G.A.

PEARS

No. 303 Can

WHITE GOLD

SUGAR

10 lb Bag

46-oz. can

CAMPBELL CREAM OF MUSHROOM

15

Corn
'
451
'

8¼-oz (Save 8')

25'
19

nt WEIGHT WATCHERS MILK

15,

I.G.A. FRUIT COCKTAIL

im FLOUR
18 oz Jar

PEANUT
BUTTER

BANANAS

9'

644

No. 303 can

274

99

251b.Bag

JU

Ripe, Yellow

2 Gal.
1
/

Martha White

No. 1 can

SHEDDS

2 Gal.
1
/

Sweetheart Lime LIQUID

Self-Rising 10-lb. Bag

DEL MONTE

254
434

20-oz. Dial

I.G.A. BREAD
I.G.A. ICE MILK

CORN MEAL

MRS. TUCKER'S
Or
RICHTEX

I.G.A. COFFEE

48 Oz. Bottle

MARTHA-WillTE

3-1b. can

Shorten-

Wessontur N‘,
Oil

JIM ADAMS I.G.A.
STORE POLICY

Northern

RED, RIPE

1

TOMATOES

SUNK 1ST

LEMONS

29'
39'

Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
At JIM ADAMS IGA It's the total on the tape that counts! •
•
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$2.2 Million In Justice Grant Awards Announced
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Industries
Spend Millions
On Pollution

Agri-Business Views Problems Of Environment
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BABY
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Mysterious donation
TOKYO IUPII-St. Nicoli
Cathedral. primary Russian
Orthodox Church in Japan.
received one of its largest
. donations from a mysterious
• stranger.
Archbishop Vladimir,
primate of the church in
Tokyo. was inspecting broken
window latches one day in
19t0 when he saw stranger
tending by the door.
"I would'like to make a
donation," the man said. The
Archbishop pointed to the
*IOW
left 1.3 million yen, then worth
about $4.176 and has never
been seen in the church since.
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._ •
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•
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---7
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REDMOND, Wash.

A new agricultural
age may be --dawning in
western Washington - one featuring garden produce grown in
water and some food products
marketed alo.e and still growing
known as
The sstem
hydroponics - was pioneered

(AP)-

_

CH. 3

WSfl
6 : 30 S p t s.
Challenge
7:00 Ed's-Father
7:30 Smith-Fern.
8:00 Comedy
8:30 Persuaders
1:30 Anderson
10:00 News
10:30 Dick-Cavett

in the Redmond area by Bob
lambert and his son David, 25.
--R---involves the growing of
plants in water containing dissolved inorganic nutrients
The Lamberts grew more
than 25,000 pounds of tomatoes
last year, their first commercial crop, - and- expelotiented
with strawberries, sugar peas,

•
Ledger-Vrtines TrkVidi&Witidileidify WOW-4

-01..0.--,........-.....-. CHA
......-..WSIX
WPSD
kV-Deal
6:30 Nash.-Music 6:30 Make
6:30 Survival
6:30 Dragnet
Movie
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12
7:00 Adam
7:00 Lot-of-Love
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9:00 Smith-Fern
7:30 Movie
8:00 Med. Cent.
73) Movie
9:00 Night-Gallery 9:30 Comedy -Hr.
9:00Night-Gallery 9100 Mannix
10:00 Chipparral
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:00 News
11:00 News
10:300 Tonight
/0:30 Mason
10:30 Tonight
11:30 Dick-Cavett
11:30 Movie
.
.
•
CH. 4
-WSM

.

house cost $13,000, he said, plus
about 15013 freight. Taxes were
1650, and cost of erecting the
building about $6,000.
Lambert says the hydroponic
method allows vegetables to
grow faster than field crops,
and protects them from disease, insects; frost and hair:He
says the hydroponic crops also
`lave better texture and flavor
bettet_
_j han regular crops, and
keeping qualities. Interspersed with Lambert a
CH. 29 . -..-.7...... lOritatbeS "Mt year *as
WDXR
.
met leaf lettuce, set into the
J.57 News
gravel still in the fiber blocks in
6:00 Movie
which the seeds are planted.
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
-When we picked the lettuce
9:35 Weather
the blocks came up with the
9:40 News
roots," he said. "The lettuce
10:00 Creat. Feat.
10:30 Movie
stayed alive and continued to
12:00 Sports
grow until the housewife got it
home "

trough, releasing liquid nutrient
cauliflower and lettuce
In their greenhouse known as into the gravel.
After the gravel is moisttamberts Hydroculture Farm,
Inc., tomato vines are planted ened, the supply is cut off and
in inert gravel in 'concrete the water drawn into the gravel
troughs Electronic sensors sig- -seeps back into the tank to be
nal when the moisture of the used again.
Lambert purchased his patgravel goes below a certain ley-e17---They activate valves on ented operation from a Glentanks at the head of each dale, Ariz., firm. The green-
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10:00 News
10:30 Movie
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FRANKFORT, Ky.-The
%state is enjoying its best spring
- , forest fire season ever, thanks
to some preventive programs
the Division of Forestry
a bit of help from Mother
Nature.
Kentucky's spring fire season-runs about 24.2 months, from
.until-zoid-May, The fallseason comes in October and
November.
Maynard Marcum, chief fire
control officer for the Forestry
Division,said Kentucky has had
about 576 fires in the past three
months which have burned
about 6000 acres. In comparison, 1480 fires burned 31,000
acres in March 1969 alone.
"This is probably our best
spring fire season of all time,"
Marcum said. "The weather
has helped a lot and we've had a
•lot of success with '5 our
preventive programs."
He said the recent damp and
cool weather, though-keeping
A11.. A )0ii-divre fishermen and other outBASEVALL-StZ
area Thursday, damaging
has
unhappy
hail storm pelted the Madisonville, Ky.,
doorsmen
of Mortons Gap and sill
buildings and autos. James R. Lovan, left,
ed the woodlands from
prevent
Brinkley, Madisonville, examine the chunks of ice.
dry,
ely
(AP Wirephoto) becoming extrem
minimizing the possibility of
Marcum said the division's
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house-to-house contact program
to inform local citizens about
fire hazards has been a major
factor- in 'reducing forest fires
this season and for the past two
- years.
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COPYRIGHT 1572- THE KROGER CO.

PRICES
PLUS TOP VALUE STAMPS
Double TV Stamps Every Tue. & Wed.

THERE ARE STILL PRIZES TO BE WON!

100 ylweagaexonny, e
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I ti Ala. n
V

KROGER

PEANUT
BUTTER
WITH THIS COUPON AND 55.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE. EXCLUDING
TOBACCO AND MILK IN TN.. IN ADDITION TO ANY OTHER PURCHASE
REQUIREMENTS. c000 THRU TUES
APRIL 25.
LIMIT ONE. SUBJECT TO
APPLICABLE TAXES.
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citizens about
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or the past.two

with this 'minim and $15.00 additional
purchase, excluding %tobacco and fresh or
frosin milk products. Good thru Tues.,
APIL 25 Limit one. Subject to apish•
:Zo. cable state and local taxes.

CAKE

MIXES

WITH THIS COUPON. THIYIJ APRIL 25
LIMIT ONE. SUBJECT TO APPLICA•LE
TAX ES.

...oh,
...,.
...Annnnnnnnnnnnnnn.

▪ N""*... ...Annr‘nnAnan..

JUICE
ORANGES

WITH THIS COUPON. THRU APRIL. 25
LIMIT ONE. SUBJECT TO APPLICA•LE
TAXES.
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SLICED
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3 LBS OR MORE
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QUARTER SLICED.

10 TO 14-END AND CTR CHOPS

MORRELL'S PRIDE

HEINZ
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YOU HAVE UNTIL
APRIL 22 TO REDEEM
ANY WINNING
GAMERAMA CARDS!

CHUCK STEAK

Smoked Sausage
KROGER CHUNK STYLE

FRESH PICNIC-STYLE

KROGER

PORK ROAST

KROGER

CALIVORNIA

Strawberries

Mayonnaise

JUMBO CALIFORNIA

Cantaloupes

1-LB
CAN
MORTON HOUSE SA1JSBURY STEAK

Apple Sauce

KROGER

All Meat Wieners

Watermelons

ITH

Sliced Beef or Pork GWRAVY

—
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U.S..GOVT. GRADED CHOICE

Boneless K.C. Steaks

VINE RIPE

Fresh Tomatoes
UNIFORM SIZE

LB.
U.S. GOVT. GRADED CHOICE

Idaho Baking Potatoes
WASHINGTON STATE

Boneless Boston Roll
ANGE, GRAPE, GRAPEFRUIT

Bnls. Shoulder Swiss
KROGER

Split Broilers
PLUMP. TEND1R

GRIND IT FRESH

Stewing Hens
COUNTRY CLUB ALL-BEEF

KROGER

Spotlight Coffee

MEATY, TENDER

Fruit Cocktail

ECONOMY SIZE

Turkey Drumsticks

COUNTRY OVEN ASSORTED

Spotlight Coffee

14-0Z

Sugar Wafers

BAG

HAMBURGER

APPROX
5-LB
CHUB

313 INEJ
313 ME3

SINGLETON

PET PRIDE

Breaded Shrimp

Kibbled Dog Food

TRY IT BROILED!

BIG ROLL-WHITE OR COLORS

Whole Mullet

KLEENEX

MEATY FROZEN

WHITE OR COLORS

Towels

Pori Neck Bones

3 g3r
3 1010.13L21

Health 4 Beauty Aids

TEA

0r1, p1

3 BRST. OTRS.
3 LEG. GTRS.
3 WINGS.
2 GIBLETS
LB.

FOR EXTRA STAMPS
'XPIRES APRIL 25TH.

KROGER BAKED
,one bottle
w,11
ZIPPY ZOO
VITAMINS

13-0Z
Country Style Rolls 3PKGS

w.th arty two pkqs
CELLO 00Lp
CREST NUTS

'LE 16-0Z
ROUND OR FARM ST,

KRAF T

FLAKE

E,Tmos,„

OR
CUT
PORK CHOPS

OR TWIN

ROYAL VIKING DANISH

ooth two 12 oi pkgs
KROGER SLICED
LUNCH MEATS

Bear Claws. Horns

wtth two heads
ICE•URG
LETTUCE

63
VALUABLE COUPON

Crescent Rolls

OR APPLE
RUTTER
^RI
E
COF

EXTRA Top Value Stamps
WITI/ IMPS COUPON ANO PURCHASE

or COUNTRY CLUB 13-02

ke Milk Bars

MIXED NUTS
NOW THHU APFHL 25TH
INI.T ONE

PET RITZ FROZEN

PEPSODENT

Pie Shells
laIRDSEYE FROZEN

POLIDENT

Denture Tablets

PY.G

PILLSBURY REFRIGERATED

PKG OF A DOZEN

Tooth Paste
EXTRA TOP
VALUE STAMPS

Longhorn Cheese

Country Oven Donuts 3

LEGS OR THIGHS.

43'

KROGER

PLAIN, SUGARED, APPLV SPICE

tv,th two pkgs

LB

Oleo PattiesEACH

Brown & Serve Rolls-3.°C:C)312q

wth 2 lbs (3, mo-e
GROUND CHUCK,
ROUND. OR
CHOPPED STEAK

TY,th Or. )ar
ROADSIDE
JAM

Diet Soft Parkay

White or Wheat loaf 3 FOR

with IWO pkgs

FOR

WITH THIS COUPON
PURCHASE 017

76'

Cool W_hip Topping

TUB

WI TH THIS C()UPON ANQ PEMCIEASIE

BANCHrIET BUFFET Ilr'S-TEW
•

Co-HKIE

COUNTRY CLUB CANNED

ORE IDA FROZEN

Twice as Nice Shampoo.0
7 °TZTLE

VALUABLE COUPON

Tar Tots

EVPHPL GS

EXTRA Top Value Stimps_

4-OZ CAN OF FIVE
.09
51

-

•
3,LBS
KROGER .ovi...rievrs-,

OF

No. THRU

Si o

APRIL 25TH
4.M , T ONE

49'
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN .979 MON.-SAT
1-6 P.M. SUNDAY

stardat CULOTTE

BRA&
GIRDLE

PLAYTEX

ale

POLYESTER SHIFTS
100% Polyester Double Knit, easy
care, 3 Styles, two and three tone colors.
Reg. '6.96

100% NYLON TRICOT
•Contrasting color trim
•Back clowire to waist
fastened at nape with
piping-ties
•Elasticized waist

LADIES

-----The first
support brae
and firm control girdles that
*re comfortable for hours.
They're made with SPANETTE P. the
exclusive Playtex rank* tabric with the
matt ceeibinelion of strength and
stillness for truly cooffmtabfo support

NOW AVAILABLE
IN DO CUPS

Reg.
:3.99

Ul HOUR embus xi 8 is
X X X,
Brief
X X X
Shortie
XX X
Average Leg
X X -X
Lona Leg
X X X
oirdi•
X X
High Waist Panty
X X
High Waist Oirell•

t. xi: xxi.• Rea. NO,
X X
XX
X X X
X X X
X XX
X X X

8.95 7.1
10.95 8.1
11.95 I.1
12 95 OA
10.95 8.1
14.95 12.1

X_X

12.95 10.1

X

prints, stripes &
solids. Sizes 7-14

Stas St.01 Off
Illondsor-nog. 36.00-Now 14.55
Style n20
(34-36.6. 32-4013. 32-42C,32-420%
NEW!34-4600)
Long Lino-Rog. $9.00 Now $7,1011
Style 4220
134-40B, 34-440, 34-440•,
NEWt 34-46001
(`0,'DD $1.00 wive)

Girdles 02.01 Off(Brief 1.01 Off)

GIRL'S
JEANS
Permanent press in
a wide variety of

armievelfoL

"I think
"And the
and pant
A
commen
HumPhre
Wisconsin
issue.

BATH TOWEL

FREEI

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNIT

Prints-Solids
Embroidered
BATH
TOWEL

/ Charcoal
with purchase of
24" FOLDING

HAND
TOWEL

Large Assortment
Reg.
2 yds. '1

LIFE PRESERVER
U.S. Coast Guard Approved
Reg. '3.47 Child's..Size

•Plastic Webbing
•Green & White
or Multi-Color

The
•33" shaft, 3" Diameter motor
•180" swivel feature

and heavy duty hinges.

Flat & Fitted

school or storage.

Reg. '10.99

•3 speeds •Forward &
reverse control

* LUNCHEONETTE *
BREAKFAST SPECIAL,

COUNTRY HAM
- SATURDAY MORNING

Red Gravy-2 Eggs
Home Made Biscuits
Coffee

Sen. Bob
resignatio
municati
member N
Johnson
executives
networks
influence"
to child mo
question is
reveals a
hatred of
municatio
to sit on
supervises
TU
A turkey
Sunday. Ap
p.m. at
Gun Club,
121 near C

Equipped.'withlock

Prints and solids.

Reg. '16.57

.Lightweight
,e,Metal
•Rust Resistant
•Food Tray

Frame

Assorted Colors

METAL
STORAGE
TRUNK

No iron, 50% Cotton, 50% Polyester.

Senator
if he is
would el
personal i
This, he
billion dot
that.

with FREE Gal. Thermos

•Tubular Aluminum

Corner braces. Ideal for

every Sat
a half ho
and disto
but it's
CBS New
Family".

47-Qt. Thermos Cooler

Regular 2P5

KING SIZE SHEETS

PATIO TABLE

DRAPERY PRINT

ALUMINUM
LAWN CHAIR
Fringed, Oval
30' x42"

• Design - Stain &
Mar Resistant.

CHARCOAL GRILL

SCATTER
RUG
$19

Comedian
Hollywoo
Stapleton

10-lb. Bag

Reg.
'3.88

WASH
CLOTH

the Gov
business
the j
remo
deducti
expense
means in
going to 1
up for it.

'1•et
makes
let us to
duty a
it"....Abr

COTTON VELOUR

Reg.
'1094

New to
Governo
whith
Income
a
result in
$18 mill'
thiFede
deductib
the sta
Decem
longer

"He who
his convi
of
victions
Viscount

Nylon Spandex. Rand
100% Cotton, Canto, and side bock *Pestle:
efas: Cup facing: IOW% Nylon. Cup and Band Lining:
Body Panels
Staiirodox.Exclusiy• of 0th., elastic,Gvaios,
Facing and Back Rubbw. Nylon. Elastic: Cotton. Rayon. Nylon.ON
Nylon. Exclusive of 00111,4111111t1C.
Rubbof,
Cotton.
Rayon.%W
ion. FAWN Panel: AMMO&
coninsfaancei
;:
,
itArrat
RUbbe
urwwwwwwwww.
ten
•
Web* Croton: 100% Nylon. nalleer Pond: MINN% Sionala"Mem

mg OM
•Fits
ceilings up
to 8 ft
•Ideal for
storing
•towels,
wash cloths
drugs,
toiletries

Roger
that the
is a Sno
--Murray

Sizes S-M-L

Regular '5.96

JAMAICA SETS

That w
It's rig
Woods'

MODEL

BATTERY
- BOX
•Hotds battery from
shifting
•Prevents acid spillage

.Operates on 6 or 12 volts

M-30

•Handy night light
Reg. 179.88

•Rustproof
•Easy to carry
'5.95 Value
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